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Introduction

There exist a great amount of studies about healthcare industry, especially

because the great role played by this sector within modern economies. It

is indeed one of the world's largest and fastest growing industries, using up

over 10 percent of gross domestic product of most developed countries. It

is a complex system, made up of di�erent sub-sectors providing goods and

services to treat patients, involving a set of heterogeneous stakeholders such

as treatments-providers, payers and, of course, patients. In recent years the

healthcare theme has gained fame, in particular as a consequence of the

emergence of many problems, ranging from the need for rearrangement of

some areas to the increasing costs characterizing such domain. Policy-makers

are striving for �nding solutions, or at least for easing problematic situations.

Given this situation, we consider useful to take a deeper look at this

domain from a di�erent point of view: the simulation perspective. The main

advantage is that it allows us to re-create a real-world process or a system

in a controlled environment, even despite an incomplete set of information

on the real situation we are investigating. It is what can be called a �Proof

of Concepts�, aimed at verifying that some concept or, hopefully, the entire

model we created has the potential of being used even for real applications.

We have decided to analyse this topic for two main reasons: �rstly because

of the key role played by the healthcare industry over the entire economy of

every countries all around the world, with stronger weights in those labelled

as �developed�. A second reason of interest lies on the consequences that

nowadays restructuring healthcare systems policies such as revising hospital
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and diagnostic tari�s, reducing the number of bed spots within healthcare

institutions, increasing co-payments for pharmaceuticals, and �nally reducing

human resources through limits on sta� turnovers, can have on the patients

lives.

All in all, our goal is trying to provide you with a simulation instrument,

developed with a simulating software called �NetLogo�, which is able to eval-

uate di�erent scenarios given di�erent assumption time by time set by the

user of the platform.

We have adopted a clear structure while developing our work and, as a

result, we could split our work in two main areas, corresponding to the two

main chapters:

i) Literature Review: it is a huge part and it lays the theoretical foun-

dations of our entire work. It consists on a set of knowledges that

must be taken into account in order to get a better understanding of

the area our model is aimed at. In particular, such chapter is devel-

oped as follows. Paragraph 1.1 de�ne the general purpose of simula-

tion: a tool in support of a vast variety of stakeholders such as health

economists, health policy makers and health insurers to name a few.

The reason why such tools turn out to be e�ective is the degree of

intrinsic uncertainty the healthcare environment is a�ected by. Com-

puter modelling and simulation represent a competitive alternative to

the trial-and-error process or to empirical research. Paragraph 1.2 deals

with the obstacles a�ecting the implementation and uptake of the mod-

elling and simulation by the healthcare community. In particular �ve

elements have been pointed out as main alleged obstacles: costs, simu-

lation awareness, skills and experience, organizational factors, technical

factors. Paragraph 1.3 analyses in detail the methods for validation of

population-based disease simulation models. Paragraph 1.4 represents

a �rst breakthrough within this �rst part since it goes in detail in the

simulation �eld, considering the particular case of �Agent Based Social

Simulation�. It can be intended as the modelling or simulation of social
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phenomena or objects (for example societies, organizations, markets,

human being and so on) which is normally performed by a computer.

The reason why it is so worthy to rely on this type of simulation while

tempting to analyse societies is that they, with particular emphasis on

human societies, are often complex adaptive systems characterized by a

lot of non-linear interactions between their members or between people.

As a consequence, traditional computational and mathematical models

can hardly represent these kinds of complex systems since complex so-

cial processes can not be represented in equation terms (at this point

agent-based social simulation turns out to be e�ective and useful). In

addition, agents based-models create agents that can have a one-to-one

correspondence with the individuals (or organizations, or other agents)

that exists in the real social world being modelled, with the interactions

between the agents likewise corresponding to the interactions between

the real world individuals. The paragraph is then concluded by saying

that this particular type of social simulation represents a methodolog-

ical approach that allows a rigorous testing, re�nement, and extension

of already existing theories that have proved to be di�cult to formulate

and evaluate using standard statistical and mathematical tools together

with a much more deeper understanding of fundamental causal mech-

anisms in multi-agent systems whose study is currently separated by

arti�cial disciplinary boundaries. Paragraph 1.5 deals with the topic

of �Complexity�. It begins by saying that a unique de�nition does not

exist, even among scientists. It is then tackled the topic concerning the

areas of applicability of such concept, showing that such issue can be

found in several aspects of our everyday life. Then it is explained the

distinction existing between the terms �Complex� and �Complicated�.

Finally, the paragraph is concluded with a set of di�erent meanings

of Complexity, di�erent according to the domain each time the term

�Complexity� is referred to. The last paragraph, 1.6, gives an insight

to the concept of �Networks�, which is really important when it comes
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to deal with agent based simulation. In this section we start with some

examples where we can �nd out the presence of these networks, to get

familiar to those, and then we consider the particular case of social

networks, describing their structures and their main features.

ii) The Model: this part represents the core business of our thesis. It

consists in a model we developed by means of a simulating software

(NetLogo), which will allow us to make a vast thinking given some

initial condition and some rules. We have inserted some speci�c com-

mands that, run in sequence by the software, constrain the Agents we

have created to act (born, move, die) in a not-random way. The tech-

nique we have used is that of Agent Based Modelling. As we have seen

in the literature part in the section committed at explaining ABM, this

particular way of modelling allows to built �bottom-up� models, charac-

terized by a set of agents acting and interacting among themselves and

with the environment they are located in. In paragraph 2.2 we have de-

scribed the procedure used to create the environment of our simulated

world, which is aimed at representing the district of Turin. Paragraph

2.3 is then devoted to the creation of the Agents we have included in

our simulation: Hospitals, Specialists, Professionals, Familydocs and

Patients. Paragraph 2.4 goes in detail analysing the rules behind the

actions the agents are supposed to endorse during the simulation. Para-

graph 2.5 describes the last type of agents, the �Links�, identifying a

connection between the other Agents previously mentioned. The last

part, included in paragraph 2.6, is the more signi�cant since it allows

the user to experiment directly the potentials of our model.

As already said, the goal of our work is trying to provide the best reason-

ing tool we are able in order to reproduce in a fair way what can happen in

a real district healthcare environment. However there is a limitation. Since

our work relies only partly on real data, a more developed and sensitive tool

can be developed in future works.
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However, despite the limitations just mentioned, we hope that its discus-

sion will serve as motivation for more detailed research on this topic.





Chapter 1

Literature Review

1.1 Modelling and Simulation

In the following pages we analyse the literature about simulation modelling

in healthcare domain. In particular, we want to create a clear framework to

understand better a �eld we will work in by constructing a model of our own.

The use of simulation plays a central role in assisting decision maker in

the �eld of healthcare, as Kirchhof and Meseth (2012) points out. This fact

is supported by Fackler and Spaeder (2011), where it is stated that a variety

of stakeholders, such as health economists, health policy-makers and health

insurers, to name a few, have been made use of population-based models.

Healthcare needs, together with demands and outcomes of healthcare,

share a high degree of intrinsic uncertainty. Indeed, since they require that

healthcare policy should be based on evidence, they must be designed to

cope with complex systems. So computer modelling and simulation should

be helpful in providing evidence on how to cope with such problems, as a

competitive alternative to the trial-and-error process or to empirical research,

as it emerges in Fone et al. (2003).

A similar idea comes out from Escudero-Marin and Pidd (2011); indeed,

Escudero-Marin and Pidd state that simulation methods have long been used

to model elements of healthcare with a view both to understanding and im-

1



2 CHAPTER 1. LITERATURE REVIEW

provement. Depending on the level of understanding about the real system,

it is assessed the role of a simulation either as a

(i) Generator

(ii) or Mediator

(iii) or Predictor.

Figure 1.1: The role of simulation models depends on the the level of under-

standing the real world it provides

A simulation can be used as a �Predictor� when it provides a high level

of understanding about the real system. It means that it produces clear

predictions about the system's behaviour it is expected to explain under

de�ned conditions. When, instead, the level of understanding is low, the

simulation acquires a ��generator� role, i.e it can generate hypotheses and

theories about system behaviour, but not precisely. Finally, when a simula-

tion shows a moderate level of understanding, it is endowed of a ��mediator�

role: though providing insight into the behaviour of the system, it does not

o�er a complete representation of that behaviour.

As stated in Kirchhof and Meseth (2012), academic literature in simula-

tion is massive and increases constantly. There are nearly 200,000 journal

papers on the simulation or modelling of care delivery processes, and more
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than 30 appearing each day, as it emerges from Fackler et al. (2012). However

there is still a surprising lack of adoption, proved by rare records of applica-

tions to real-life problems. Still, the gap in the healthcare domain is bigger

than those recorded in sectors like manufacturing or logistics. Regarding

these di�erences, a useful graph should be taken into account. It represents

the results obtained in Eldabi (2009), where a cross-sectoral study is car-

ried out in order to compare academic work in di�erent sectors: healthcare,

defence/aerospace, industry/business. This work is aimed at showing the

di�erences in these sectors, underlying the prevalence of theoretical work in

contrast to practical applications in healthcare simulation. Figure1.2 shows

the results. It is made up of three bars associated to the three sectors pre-

viously mentioned. Each bar is then split in three subcategories, whose di-

mensions represent the percentage of each category within each sector. The

�rst subcategory includes those articles inspecting real problem with real

stakeholders. The second one contains papers addressing real-life problems

without engagement for real stakeholders. The last category is �lled by en-

tirely theoretical papers.

Figure 1.2: Cross-sectoral comparison of practical simulation applications.

Strong and clear evidence in favour of the mainly theoretical feature associ-

ated to research papers in the healthcare �eld.
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Only 8% of healthcare simulation articles deal with real problem, which

is a small percentage if compared with that emerging in manufacturing and

business sectors, 48.9%. If, instead, we consider the theoretical papers only,

the situation is overturned. A great dominance of healthcare related works

over the industry/business' ones; respectively, 52.9% and 8.1%. Clearly this

suggests that there are some barriers for what can be termed as �simulation

success� within healthcare domain, particularly that modelling in this �eld

has started since the early beginnings of the other two domains. Such bar-

riers, that in the following section will be analysed, lead to a scarce use of

simulation in this sector.

A further step can be done in order to evaluate the quality and value of

computer simulation modelling in population health and healthcare delivery.

There exists another study (Fone et al., 2003) which helps us in doing so

properly. The authors carried out a systematic review of world literature

from 1980 to 1999. Papers were included within such review if containing

two elements: a computer simulation model of individuals in a stochastic

system and a setting related to population health or health service delivery.

Among all the papers, 182 met the inclusion criteria only. However, the

quality of published papers was variable, and few reported on the outcomes of

implementation of models. So, since no formal investigations has been carried

out to establish the extent to which �ndings have been translated to policy,

the authors have concluded that the value of such research works modelling-

based could not be assessed. However, simulation modelling still remains

a powerful tool, applied to a vast range of situation within the healthcare

domain. Moreover, they found out that, even if the quality of papers is

variable, it is improving over time. So, although the lack of implementation

is one of the most characteristic problem associated to modelling, still the

potential of simulation tools in providing aid to policy development is clear.

Another research study concerning the level of implementation of re-

search project into practical healthcare situations is due to Brailsford et al.

(2009). His literature review constitutes, together with seven other reviews,
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the ground on which the RIGHT (Research Into Global Healthcare Tool)

project builds on its e�orts. RIGHT is a collaborative research venture be-

tween six UK universities, whose main aim is to assess the feasibility of ap-

plying to decision making in healthcare some of the most successful modelling

and simulation methods used to support decision-making in other domains,

such as defence and manufacturing industry. The type of modelling taken

into account by such project is the one understood as a structured approach

to understanding, and possibly solving, a real-world problem by developing

a simpli�ed version of the real world. The other most important aim of

RIGHT is to provide an explanatory framework that will suggest the most

suitable method to use, for a certain type of healthcare problem and avail-

able resources at the user's disposal. This project is based on a set of 342

research works, whose publication dates ranges from 1952 to 2007, selected

if containing a genuine application of modelling or simulation to a health-

care problem. The 82% of the papers has been published after 1990, with

the following percentages concerning the country in which the research study

was carried on: North-America (60.2%), Europe (24.6%), Asia (9.1%), Africa

(2.9%), Australia (1.8%), South and Central America (0.3%). It is almost

clear that the vast majority of studies has been undertaken in North Amer-

ica and Europe. This represents the �rst result of such review. An other

important emerging outcome concerns the analysis of publications. First of

all they have been divided into six subcategories, according to the type of

modelling prevailing, which are: qualitative modeling, mathematical model-

ing, statistical modeling, statistical analysis, simulation and other, which is a

residual subcategory. A smaller but signi�cant number employ mathematical

modelling, very few belong to the residual category. It interesting to note

that where qualitative methods are used, they are very often a subsidiary

method, while where mathematical methods are used, they almost represent

the primary instrument. This result is clear if we look at Figure 1.3.

Another important result is shown into Figure1.4. It represents the dis-

tribution of methods by year of publications. This graph clearly indicates
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Figure 1.3: Classi�cation of research works according to the prevailing type

of modelling. Further distinction between Primary and Subsidiary methods,

measuring the extent to which each type of modelling is used.

that simulation methods are currently increasing in use, supporting the ideas

of Fackler et al. (2012). By contrast, other methods appear to have a sim-

ilar uptake to the previous decade, with mathematical modelling methods

possibly in relative decline.

The level of implementation is the last point the research project has fo-

cused its attention on. The extent to which the model has actually been used

in practice for its stated purpose represents a key aspect of any study. Each

modelling study was rated according to a three-level scale of implementation:

(i) Suggested (theoretically proposed by the authors)

(ii) Conceptualized (discussed with a client organization)

(iii) Implemented (actually used in practice).

The results of the research are shown in Figure1.5. The articles have

been rated into the three categories as follows: Suggested(50%), Conceptu-
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Figure 1.4: Distribution of methods by year of publications: increasing use

of simulation methods as time goes by.

alised(44.7%), Implemented(5.3%). The emerging situation is quite negative;

almost one out of twenty research works in health-care domain is actually

used in practice. Further di�erences rest among each method. Statistical

analysis had no istances of implementation, because these methods are per-

haps very di�cult for the lay person to understand. They often do not need

a "client" as such, since they may simply involve the application of statistical

methods to secondary data derived from the literature. By contrast, quali-

tative works cannot be used without interacting with human beings, and so

they require a client. Therefore, such methods report a comparatively high

level of implementation.
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Figure 1.5: Level of implementation of research works. Quite negative results:

only 5.3% of publications in the healthcare domain is actually used in a

practical way.
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1.2 Obstacles Affecting the Use of Simu-

lation

Since the beginning of XXI century, modelling and simulation in healthcare

domain has registered unprecedented attention from the academic commu-

nity. Much of this literature has focused its work on barriers facing implemen-

tation and uptake of modelling and simulation by the healthcare community.

As pointed out in Kirchhof and Meseth (2012), there are several possible ob-

stacles to a wider use of simulation in healthcare institutions. A survey has

been carried out, trying to highlight which of the �ve categories of supposed

hurdles has the greater in�uence on the lack of simulation adoption. The

alleged obstacles are:

i) costs,

ii) simulation awareness,

iii) skills and experience,

iv) organizational factors,

v) technical factors.

The sample was composed of 32 health German institutions. Even if Ger-

man healthcare system is quite di�erent from the Italian and other countries'

systems too, the results are signi�cant.

Figure1.6 helps in understanding the results provided by the survey. In the

left side it shows the �ve categories of potential hurdles previously men-

tioned, each of them containing some items analysing the category more in

detail. The participants to the survey have been asked to answer to all of

them. Next to each item we can see the percentage of the sample considering

whether such item is a major reason for failing the use of simulation or not.

At least the 63.3% of the �rms respondent to the questionnaire used to build

up such survey ascribe a major role to costs in determining the failure of
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a simulation. Only a maximum of 10% do not. Almost 67% of the sample

maintains that a major reason is the lack of knowledge of bene�ts of simula-

tion. Another problem are missing skill. The 80% of the institutions consider

as a major reason the shortage of internal simulation skills, while only the

3.3% do not consider such point as relevant. This result proves the fact that

more than three out of four (76.7%) institutions consider costs for external

consultancy as a major cause, since external support should be looked for

in order to compensate the internal lack of skills. An other obstacle con-

cerns the organizational level. 30% consider as a major use against the use

of simulation a low con�dence in its capability of providing results that are

able to lead towards a change. Moreover, 40% consider a major reason the

preference towards an intuitive approach to decision making rather than an

analytical one. It could show that, even if decision maker regards simulation

as a way to solve their problems, as 46.7% among all respondents do not

consider the lack of con�dence in simulation as a critical reason against its

use, there could be other causes preventing them from using it, such as costs.

So organizational issues are not as important as other categories. Finally,

technical obstacles have great importance too. 60% consider the develop-

ment of simulation models too slow for the decision making process, and so

it is regarded as a major reason. More than one out of two (53.3%) think

that a simulation model requires too much maintenance to be used for deci-

sion making. Moreover, 43.3% seem to prefer other techniques to gather the

information they need.

What clearly emerges is the dominant role played by costs and lack of skills

as main obstacles for the use of simulation (roughly three out four respon-

dents rated any of the reasons cost-related as major roles, while four out

of �ve say that lack of skills among their sta� is a problem). Unawareness

of the bene�ts from simulation comes immediately after, registering 66.7%

of the respondents supporting it. Organizational reasons are not, instead,

considered as a huge obstacle to overcome.
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A di�erent set of barriers to implementation of modelling and simulation

projects in healthcare is o�ered by Eldabi (2009). The author has categorized

the obstacles developed by the literature in healthcare simulation domain into

three main classes of barriers: (i) con�icting interests, (ii) lack of relevant

tools and (iii) the mismatch of expectations between users and modellers.

(i) Con�icting interests of stakeholders: the majority of publications have

highlighted the complexity of decision-making process within health-

care �eld. It is rare to �nd out a modelling exercise seeking a uni�ed

goal. Such lack of common interest will lead to the model failure

(ii) Lack of relevant tools: healthcare sector has borrowed most of its mod-

elling tools from other domains such as manufacturing. Consequently,

problems in capturing the essence of healthcare simulation could emerge.

Indeed, even if these tools have provided aid to healthcare, they still

had been constructed with other systems in mind

(iii) Mismatching expectations: some healthcare professionals do not usu-

ally have a proper idea concerning modelling or regarding the type of

modelling that have to be adopted for the problem they face. On the

other hand, modellers usually fail to provide a better explanation of

the bene�ts of the model, or end up blaming the system for lacking

relevant data that can be used for modelling.

The author goes further, taking into account the existence of a mismatch

between the wicked nature of healthcare problems and the tame approaches

proposed by the modelling community. The concept of `wicked problems' is

usually referred to as a problematic situation for which a solution does not

exist. Having this in mind, he then argues that the main cause of lack of

implementation or lack of prevalence of modelling in healthcare is because

most people attempt to solve wicked problem using tame approaches. There

are not linear solutions to such problems. So, if we continue to use tame

approaches to healthcare problems, we will not get the expected results.
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Possible solutions are the following: healthcare modellers need to start iden-

tifying di�erent values of their models, providing good and implementable

recommendations, better insights about the nature of interactions within the

system, departing from the the thinking that model's value is the �nal re-

sult. So, in order to establish appropriate taming practices, modellers need

to change their views about what is meant by success out of their model.

Increasing their communication skills is a �rst task they are required to. By

doing so, they should be capable of keeping the stakeholders interested in the

modelling. Another feature they have to develop is the ability of managing

stakeholders : since most wicked problems have multiple stakeholders, mod-

ellers need to be able to manage di�erent interests and di�erences that each

stakeholder bring into the model. Finally, they should be able to identify any

intermediate outcomes that are bene�cial to solving the problems. So they

need to develop the skills necessary to spot such results and convey them to

stakeholders. This view supports what has already been stated previously.

The need for ways to covert theories into practice, since has not been given

enough attention so far (Kirchhof and Meseth, 2012).
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Figure 1.6: Alleged obstacles to the usage of simulation.
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1.3 Validation of population-based disease

simulation models

As it has been previously pointed out, computer simulation models are used

increasingly to support public health research and policy thanks, in partic-

ular, to the increasing power and the decreasing cost of computer, together

with the growing availability of population health data; however, questions

about their quality still persist(Fone et al. (2003)). In this section we will

analyse in detail the methods for validation of population-based disease sim-

ulation models. To do so, we will follow the structure of the research work of

Kopec et al. (2010), exploiting the results they have found out. Their work

is aimed at reviewing the principles and methods of validation applicable to

population-based disease simulation models. Population-based models have

a wide range of application, from explanation to the prediction of trends in

disease frequency. The authors propose a comprehensive framework for the

validation of such models, addressing several gaps in the published valida-

tion guidelines. The presence of these gaps allows them to formulate speci�c

recommendations for conducting model validation studies(such recommen-

dations are �rst explained one by one and then summarised in table1 and

table2).

Model validation framework

Quoting Kopec et al. (2010):

In computer modeling, validity has been de�ned as �the de-

gree to which a model or simulation is an accurate representation

of the real world from the perspective of the intended uses of the

model or simulation�. However, validity de�ned in this way is

often di�cult to prove. It has been pointed out that model vali-

dation must be conducted continuously and should never be con-

sidered entirely complete. From a practical perspective, models

gain credibility among potential users by virtue of being carefully
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developed and thoroughly tested. In assessing model credibility,

the key issue is the amount of evidence, both theoretical and em-

pirical, in support of the model's intended use. Consequently,

we consider model validation broadly as the process of gathering

such evidence.

The evidence supporting a given use of a model can be obtained by ex-

amining:

(1) the process of model development: including underlying theories and

assumptions, de�nitions of key concepts, the parameters, the imple-

mentation of the model in software.

a. Conceptual models

b. Parameters

c. Computer implementation

(2) model performance: a comprehensive analysis is needed, starting with

subjective plausibility, going further with internal consistency, a pa-

rameters analysis and a comparison between models.

a. Plausibility

b. Internal consistency

c. Parameter sensitivity

d. Between-models comparison

e. External-data comparison

(3) quality of decisions based on the model: the consequences of decisions

based on the model are fundamental.

Evidence from examining the process of model development

a. Conceptual model The development of a disease simulation model usu-

ally begins with a conceptual description of the relationships between
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the condition of interest, its causes and its consequences. The proof

of conceptual model validity tends to be qualitative. In particular, it

relies on the opinion of experts in their �elds. Moreover, the concep-

tual description of the model should be based on an accepted theory

of the phenomena under study. In case a favoured theoretical basis

is missing, there will be serious limitations that may compromise the

model's credibility. Concerning the variables of the model, their de�ni-

tion from a conceptual and operational point of view is needed and it

should be justi�ed. The task for model developers is to determine those

aspects of the causal web that are necessary and feasible to simulate.

There should be a clear presentation of model assumptions, including

a description of the expected strengths and limitations of the model for

a range of potential applications. Some assumptions are most critical

than others. This depends on the �nal purpose of the model, which

can be prediction, explanation or decision analysis. In order to assess

whether the model is su�ciently complete and the relationship between

its own variables is correctly speci�ed, evidence should come from both

theory and empirical data. If some risk factors or interactions are omit-

ted, explanation is necessary to explain why this omission is acceptable,

if so, and does not invalidate the results.

b. Parameter validation The second necessary step able to establish model

credibility is providing evidence of parameter validity. It should include

considerations of possible bias as well as uncertainty in estimating a

given parameter. The main sources of parameter values are:

1 Expert opinion: Expert opinion is a legitimate method of obtain-

ing parameters, however the decision to use experts to estimate

a parameter should be justi�ed and the process of obtaining such

parameters should be described. Moreover such experts should be

independent from the team working at the research project. Their

task consists in assessing the plausibility of these parameters.
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2 Published estimates: Parameters may be obtained from published

or unpublished sources (such as government reports). However,

simply providing a reference to a published source is generally not

su�cient. A further step is needed: the quality of the study should

be ascertained and the selection of the source justi�ed. Moreover,

a comparison with alternative sources or data should be made and

discrepancies explained or determined to be acceptable.

3 Analysis of existing data: Since descriptive parameters in pop-

ulation health models may be derived directly from an existing

database, the validity of such database must be ascertained. In

fact the accuracy of the data varies across di�erent variables and

types of parameters. Evidence of validity may come from previ-

ous validation studies or from new studies conducted speci�cally

to assess validity against other sources, including other databases,

the literature, as well as new analyses of the data.

4 Collection and analysis of new data: Parameters could be de-

rived through an analysis of existing or newly collected data. In

this case, evidence of validity should be equivalent to that required

for a publication in a scienti�c peer-review journal. Requirements

are: proper statistical methods of analysis, considerations of se-

lection and measurement bias in the data.

5 Model calibration: procedure involving the estimation of unknown

model parameters so that the aggregate output from the model is

consistent with external target. It is worth noting that model cal-

ibration methodology is evolving. Furthermore there is no consen-

sus at this time on how calibration should be carried out. Never-

theless, a detailed description of the calibration procedures would

lead towards an increased model credibility.

c. Computer implementation Simulation models can be developed using

di�erent �languages�:
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i) a general purpose programming language such as C++ or Java or

ii) more specialized languages such as MATLAB or R or

iii) software toolkits speci�cally designed to facilitate the construction

of simulation models by providing graphical interfaces to other

programming languages, such as NETLOGO

Current model validation guidelines do not address the issue of se-

lecting the most appropriate simulation platform. Advantages of us-

ing specialized simulation software for model development are evident:

greater model transparency and less opportunity for mistakes, lead-

ing to an improvement of model credibility. Lastly, model developers

should provide information on the programming language and software

used, and the reason(s) driving their choice.

Evidence from examining model performance

If we were certain that the conceptual model, its parameters and computer

implementation were all free of errors, there would be no need to examine

model output as part of model validation. Unfortunately, no model is perfect.

Indeed by de�nition, all models involve assumptions and simpli�cations. So

there will be discrepancies between the model output and the real world.

This is why examining the output is an integral part of model validation.

a. Plausibility Assessment of output plausibility usually is the �rst step

in examining model performance. It consists in asking experts (of

the �elds the output refer to) if the model output appears reasonable

and makes intuitive sense. This involves comparisons of model output

with expectations based on general knowledge and understanding of

the modelled phenomena.

b. Internal consistency Internal consistency is assessed by considering

functional and logical relationships between di�erent output variables.

The relationships between trends in the health outcomes generated by

the model should be consistent with theory.
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c. Parameter sensitivity The de�nition of sensitivity analysis varies be-

tween authors. Usually it refers to the study of how the uncertainty in

the output of a model can be apportioned to di�erent sources of uncer-

tainty in its inputs. In most published guidelines, sensitivity analysis is

regarded as a method of assessing the impact of parameter uncertainty

on model output. In particular, Kopec et al. (2010) use the term pa-

rameter sensitivity when discussing sensitivity analysis as a method of

quantifying the impact of parameter uncertainty. The impact of param-

eter uncertainty is usually evaluated by running the model repeatedly

while varying the values of the parameters. If there is a high amount

of variability, it may cause the model's results to be questionable or

seriously limit their practical utility. Particular attention should be

devoted to stochastic error. They can be reduced by increasing the

size of the simulated population, option that is becoming increasingly

viable with continuing progress in computing resources.

d. Between-models comparison There is agreement in the literature that

comparing the results of di�erent models provides important evidence

of validity and increases model credibility. Alternative model-structures

and assumptions are increasingly considered a source of variation in

model output that needs to be evaluated and quanti�ed in a system-

atic way. Indeed between-model comparisons can provide important

insights into the impact of di�erent approaches to model building on

simulation results. If we want to assess the sensitivity of model output

to alternative model-structures, it may be useful to modify di�erent

aspects of the model one at a time. Nevertheless, it is worth noting

(and quite obvious) that models should only be compared when they

generate comparable outputs.

e. Comparisons with external data Regarding the comparison of model

output with external data, published guidelines are not entirely consis-

tent. We should distinguish between decision-analytical models, whose
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sole purpose is to help with decision making, and explanatory or pre-

dictive models, that may be used to explain or project trends in health

outcomes. Ideally, prospective data should be used for external val-

idation. If prospective validation is not feasible, ex-post forecasting

and back-casting based on historical data should be used to support

predictive validity. Population-based models are examples of models

expected to produce outcomes that are useful for explanatory and pre-

dictive purposes.

Evidence from the consequences of model-based decisions

Sculpher et al considered the question whether cost-e�ectiveness models can

be regarded as scienti�c models. They argued that randomized trials (even

ideal pragmatic trials) and observational studies do not provide a valid test of

model predictions. The reason is that cost-e�ectiveness models are developed

to improve decision-making, not to predict future events. However, they

concluded that such models are scienti�c because they could be falsi�ed, at

least in principle, by comparing the consequences of decisions that are based

on models and decisions that are not. The above argument essentially equates

model validity with usefulness. Yet, how usefulness of a model should be

de�ned and measured is not clear. While usefulness is related to the accuracy

of projections generated by the model, the level of accuracy needed for the

model to be useful will depend on the speci�c application. In principle, the

impact of models on the quality of decisions could be evaluated directly in a

variety of ways, including subjective and objective measures. More research

on how these types of evaluations should be conducted is needed.

Conclusions

Exploiting the e�orts and the results of Kopec et al. (2010) we reviewed the

three types of evidence that can be used to support the use of population-

based simulation models in the healthcare domain. Although a number of

check-lists for model validation have been published, important gaps remain
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in the validation literature. Their framework for model validation includes:

the assessment of all aspects of model development and implementation, ex-

amination of model performance, and evaluation of decisions based on the

model. Recommendations for model validation based on the proposed frame-

work are presented in Figure1.7 and Figure1.8. These recommendations are

intended to be used primarily as general guidelines rather than a quantitative

assessment tool.

Figure 1.7: Recommendations for model validation based on the proposed

framework: Evidence from examining model development process.
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Figure 1.8: Recommendations for model validation based on the proposed

framework: Evidence from examining model performance and Evidence from

examining the consequences of model-based decisions
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1.4 A particular case: Agent Based Social

Simulation

1.4.1 Introduction

In this subsection we will analyse in detail the concept of that particular

type of social simulation which is usually known as �agent-based social sim-

ulation�. We will organise our speech following the structure of two di�erent

sources, respectively: Gilbert (2004), in which the author highlights the po-

tential and the value of agent-based models to the social sciences and Li

et al. (2008), containing the authors' aim at reviewing research and applica-

tions of agent-based social simulation and modelling in recent years from a

social computing perspective. The �rst step we have to take is to provide

a de�nition of �Social Simulation�. It can be intended as the modelling or

simulation of social phenomena or objects (such as society, organizations,

markets, human beings and so on) which is normally performed by a com-

puter. One major computational modelling approach for social simulation is

agent-based social simulation (ABSS). As we will see in the following subsec-

tion, societies, and in particular human societies, are often complex adaptive

systems characterized by a lot of non-linear interactions between their mem-

bers or between people. As a consequence, traditional computational and

mathematical models can hardly represent these kinds of complex systems

since complex social processes can not be represented in equation terms (at

this point agent-based social simulation turns out to be e�ective and useful).

In addition, agents based-models create agents that can have a one-to-one

correspondence with the individuals (or organizations, or other agents) that

exists in the real social world being modelled, while the interactions between

the agents can likewise correspond to the interactions between the real world

individuals. We can then conclude that this particular type of social sim-

ulation represents a methodological approach that could contribute to two

di�erent aspects:
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1) a rigorous testing, re�nement, and extension of already existing theo-

ries that have proved to be di�cult to formulate and evaluate using

standard statistical and mathematical tools

2) a much more deeper understanding of fundamental causal mechanisms

in multi-agent systems whose study is currently separated by arti�cial

disciplinary boundaries

Even if the in�uence played by computer simulation on most areas of

science is quite old, it took until the 1990s for it to have a signi�cant impact

in the social sciences. Quoting Gilbert (2004):

The breakthrough came when it was realised that computer

programs o�er the possibility of creating �arti�cial� societies in

which individuals and collective actors such as organisations could

be directly represented and the e�ect of their interactions ob-

served. This provided for the �rst time the possibility of using

experimental methods with social phenomena, or at least with

their computer representations; of directly studying the emer-

gence of social institutions from individual interaction; and of

using computer code as a way of formalising dynamic social the-

ories.

A di�erent but similar idea is supported by Li et al. (2008), in which it

is possible to read what follows:

Although agent-based social simulation has been proposed

since 1970s, it is getting more popular in recent decades with

the development of arti�cial intelligence and computational the-

ory. A lot of new approaches to ABSS have been proposed by

researchers and the application domain is expanding rapidly. It

thus becomes rather confusing for the ABSS researchers to adopt

proper agent-based simulation approaches for their speci�c mod-

eling and simulation problem. However, few researchers have
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tried to summarize the research and development of ABSS in

recent years.

When facing the ABSS issue, the starting hypothesis is that the usage of

computer programs simulating aspects of social behaviour can contribute to

te understanding of social processes. The majority of social sciences either

develops or uses some kind of theory or model. Such theories could be stated

in:

a) textual form ( which means that the form the theory is expressed by is

based on or conformed to a text)

b) analytical form (this is the case in which a theory is represented, for

example, by an equation)

c) computer-programs language

When such theories are modelled by computer programs, a straightfor-

ward consequence is the possibility of social processes to be simulated in the

computer. Such practice implies advantages and drawbacks too. The main

bene�ts are:

a) the possibility of simulating experiments that would be impossible or

unethical to perform on human population

b) sometimes a simulation is able to give insights into the emergence of

macro level phenomena from micro level actions (for example, taking

the case of a program simulating interacting individuals, if we shift the

focus from individuals to the societal scale we could perhaps observe

the emergence of clear patterns of in�uence)

c) it is necessary to think through one's basic assumptions very clearly

in order to create a useful simulation model. Every relationship to

be modelled has to be speci�ed exactly. Moreover, every parameter

has to be given a value, for otherwise it will be impossible to run the
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simulation. Such requirements open the way to inspection by other

researchers.

These advantages highlight the main features characterizing agent-based

social simulation: clarity and precision. However, drawbacks do still exist.

The hardest one to overcome is the need for estimation of many parameters,

which happens when it is impossible to obtain adequate data.

1.4.2 A glance at Complexity

As Gilbert (2004) notices, the physical world is full of systems that are linear

or approximatively so, meaning that the properties of each whole system are

a fairly aggregation of the parts (let us just think at the properties of the

galaxy, a massive system composed of millions of stars, whose properties can

be precisely predicted by means of the basic equations of motion). Societies,

in particular human societies, are instead di�erent. They usually show rather

unpredictable features, so it turns out to be risky to make exact predictions

concerning their alleged future development. So human societies, as well

as institutions and organizations, could be de�ned as �complex systems�,

where the term �complex� is used to stress the fact that the behaviour of the

system as a whole cannot be understood and then determined by partitioning

it and understanding the behaviour of each component part separately. The

reason why human societies are �complex� is due to the fact that they are the

result of many non-linear interactions between their components, i.e between

people. Such interactions are used to �emerge� as a consequence of knowledge

or materials transmission among individuals. But, since such transmissions

are unpredictable, the behaviour of societies cannot be analysed as a whole

by studying the individuals within it and, so, it is unpredictable too. Gilbert

(2004) de�nes as �emergent� a phenomenon which can only be described and

characterized using measurements and terms which are impossible to apply

to the component units (we can take as an example the creed of a church.

Such term cannot be applied to individuals).
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We can now conclude this short digression by highlighting and summa-

rizing the features characterizing human societies all around the world:

a) Complexity

b) People are able to recognize �emergent� features (individuals are often

used to cluster in segregated neighbourhood, which are then named

and are able to a�ect the behaviour of those living there)

c) Societies are the result of dynamical processes, they emerge from the

constant change characterizing the individuals, which are constantly in

motion.

d) Di�erently from the vast majority of physical systems, composed of

similar or identical units, all the components of human societies are

di�erent from the others. They show di�erent capabilities, desires,

knowledge and needs, whom twist make each human society unique.

1.4.3 The starting point: data

As we have previously stated in the introduction of this section, having avail-

able an adequate dataset is fundamental in order to understand complex and

ever changing societies. However, acquiring such information is very di�cult.

The main distinction within such issue is between qualitative and quantita-

tive data. We still will follow Gilbert (2004) to characterize both of them:

a) qualitative Gathering such kind of data represents the traditional meth-

ods of analysis in sociology. They are obtained by means of interviews,

or from documents and records. Even if they are able to illustrate very

e�ectively the emergence of institutions from individual action, most

of the analysis based on such data remain somewhat impressionistic.

b) quantitative Apparently, more precision is provided by studies based

on quantitative data, but if we bear in mind the idea that societies

are complex and their features are emergent, the limitations we are
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undertaking if we use them are huge. Indeed, as Gilbert (2004) points

out, much quantitative sociology is based on data that turns out to be

inappropriate for understanding social interactions.

The main problem connected with quantitative data is that they are

obtained by means of measurements made at a particular moment in time.

The straightforward consequence is that such pick makes the way in which

individuals change almost invisible to the analyst. The best type of data

would be that able to track individuals through their life course. Even if

they are very expensive to obtain and still limited in scope, such kind of data

are starting to become available with large-scale panel studies. So, one of

the most overwhelming problem connected with the inductive methodology

of collecting data and then building models describing and summarising those

data, is indeed that of data collecting. If we shift the focus towards a more

deductive perspective, in which a model is created, calibrated from whatever

data is available and then used to derive testable propositions, relationships

or theories, we have entered the �eld of simulation models. The obvious

advantage is that such approach places much lower demands on the data and

is able to truly re�ect the complex nature of societies.

1.4.4 Multi-agent models

In this paragraph we will focus on the so called �multi-agents models�, i.e

that particular types of models consisting of a number of software objects,

the �agents�, interacting within a virtual environment, depending on the soft-

ware used each time. Even if it would be possible to misunderstand the re-

lationship between Agent Based Models and Multi Agent ones, considering

the latters as an �extended version� of the formers, there is a strong di�er-

ence among them. In particular, an agent-based model is a class of computa-

tional models used for simulating the actions and interactions of autonomous

agents (that can be both individual or collective entities such as organiza-

tions, groups etc) with a view to assessing their e�ects on the system as a
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whole. Agent-based modelling is related to, but distinct from, the concept

of multi-agent systems or multi-agent simulation, in particular with respect

to the goals pursued. An ABM is indeed aimed at searching for explanatory

insight into the collective behaviour of agents (which do not necessarily need

to be "intelligent" di�erently from the multi-agent case, as we will highlight

in few lines) obeying simple rules, typically in natural systems, rather than

in designing agents or solving speci�c practical or engineering problems. By

contrast, a multi-agent model is a computerized system composed of multi-

ple interacting intelligent agents within an environment. Multi-agent systems

are often used to solve problems that are di�cult or impossible for an indi-

vidual agent to solve. Usually the terminology of ABM is far more used in

the sciences, while that of MAS in engineering and technology.

A similar idea supporting the di�erences among such �elds is stated in

Shoham and Leyton-Brown (2008). In particular the authors, quoting agent-

based models in a multi-agent context, a�rm that:

There are other large-population models that provide a more

�ne-grained model of the process, with many parameters that

can impact the dynamics. We call such models, which explicitly

model the individual agents, agent-based simulation models.

Coming back to multi agents models, the features characterizing such

agents are:

a. a particular degree of autonomy

b. capability of acting and reacting to the environment they live in and to

other agents

c. target-aimed: agents have goals that they aim to satisfy

d. one-to-one correspondence: such agents could be characterised by an uni-

vocal correspondence with the individuals, enterprises, or other real

agents they stand for within the model, and the interactions among

them correspond to the interactions between the real world actors too.
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Agents are credited with these features by means of object-oriented pro-

gramming language (such as Java, Python, C++ and many others) or special-

purpose simulation library. They are constructed using collections of condition-

action rules able to �sense� and react to the situation they are in in order to

achieve the targets they are given. Then, once such model has been accom-

plished, it should be run in order to generate output, which can be validated

against observable data. Using a simulation aimed at generating patterns

that one expect to �nd, if the model is correctly speci�ed, and then compar-

ing such results with targeted observations of the social world is de�nitely

easier (and less costly too) than trying to acquire detailed data concerning

social processes directly. However, there are two disadvantages that have to

be taken into consideration:

a. the majority of the models and the theories on which such simulations are

based are stochastic and, as a consequence, they are partly based on

random chance. So, for example, agents are casually located into the

simulation's �world�. If agents' conditions-action depend on the prox-

imity criterion, that original casual location will in�uence the entire

simulation. As a consequence, re-running the simulation with a di�er-

ent starting (random) con�guration will yield di�erent results. So, the

way we have to proceed is to run several random-based simulations and

observe if some constant patterns emerge.

b. many di�erent models may yield the same emergent patterns. So, the

emergence of a correspondence between what emerges from the model

and what succeeds in the social world (for example the emergence of

a cluster) is only a necessary, not su�cient, condition which does not

allow us to conclude that the model is correct.

A way we can proceed is the following: we have to gradually increase our

con�dence in the model at issue by testing it against observation in more

and more ways.
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Common examples

The range of social phenomena that can be studied is very wide, and by

consequence the number of multi-agent social simulation models is huge.

A practical way to review them is to follow the dimensions along which

models can be arranged proposed by Gilbert (2004). In particular, the author

depicts �ve di�erent categories of social simulations, examined in turn in

what follows:

a. Abstract vs Descriptive: A �rst di�erentiating factor among models

is based on the degree to which they attempt to incorporate the detail

of particular targets. So we can depict as �abstract� all that simula-

tions based on essential features: agents' conditions-action ruling the

model at issue each time. By contrast, a �descriptive� model is one

characterized by higher degree of details: for example, models covering

a particular period of time or those attaching certain details to the

agents. In any case, both the categories could be intended to aid in the

understanding of actual human societies.

b. Arti�cial vs Realistic: �Arti�cial� models are not intended as simula-

tions of human societies while, by contrast, �realistic� ones are �rmly

focussed on modelling real social problems

c. Positive vs Normative: �Normative� models have usually clear appli-

cation to policy domain; so, they are designed to make recommenda-

tions about what policy should be followed. However, the vast majority

of social agent-based simulations are �positive�, meaning that they tend

to be descriptive about the social phenomena being investigated, pro-

viding aid to the understanding rather than providing advice.

d. Spatial vs Network: Some models (those de�nable as �spatial�) con-

tain agents moving and acting in a spatial environment, often a two

dimensional grid of rectangular cells, sometimes instead a map of some

speci�c landscape (in this case, the map is provided by the GIS, geo-
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graphical information system). There are instead models in which the

geography is not relevant. What counts more is the relationships be-

tween agents, which is often represented as a network of links between

nodes (the agents indeed).

e. Complex vs Simple agents: Quoting Gilbert (2004):

The simplest agents are ones that use a production sys-

tem architecture (Gilbert and Troitzsch 2005), meaning that

the agent has a set of condition-action rules. An example

of such a rule could be ?IF the energy level is low, THEN

move one step towards the nearest food source?. The agent

matches the condition part of the rule against its present sit-

uation and carries out the corresponding action. These rules

might be explicitly coded as declarative statements, as in this

example, or they may be implicit in a procedural algorithm.

However, it is di�cult to model cognitively realistic agents

using such a simple mechanism and so model-builder have

sometimes adopted highly sophisticated cognitive model sys-

tems to drive their agents.

So, if the purpose of the model is to predict the behaviour of the or-

ganization as a whole, then simpler models of agents are a su�ciently

satisfying device. If, instead, the aim of the simulation consists in the

prediction at the individual or small group level, then more cognitively

accurate models are needed.

1.4.5 ABSS, a computer scientist's perspective

In this paragraph we will analyse in detail that particular area of com-

puter simulation previously described, the Agent Based Social Simulation,

by means of a speci�c analysis carried out from a computer scientist's stand-

point. In particular, we will refer to the work of Davidsson (2002). Following
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the author's procedure, we begin with the de�nition of ABSS in terms of

its position with respect to the three research areas that it si related to,

respectively i) agent-based computing, ii) social sciences, and iii) computer

simulation. Figure1.9 shows graphically the interrelationship among these

three areas.

Figure 1.9: The three constituting areas of ABSS and their interrelationship

i) Agent-based computing: research area mainly within computer sci-

ence, including programming, design and agent-based modelling.

ii) Social sciences: it is a set including di�erent sciences studying the in-

teraction among social entities, such as social psychology, management

and policy. They provide theoretical foundation for the studies of social

simulation and modelling

iii) Computer simulation: it consists in the study of di�erent techniques

for simulating phenomena on a computer, such as discrete event or

equation-based simulation. As we have previously underlined, the phe-

nomenon simulated could be either existing or non-existing at the time

of simulation. In both cases, the aim of computer simulation is to gain

a better understanding of the phenomenon at issue. Moreover, even
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if computer simulation can be considered as a merely computer sci-

ence sub-area, nowadays there are several applications in several �elds,

from physics to engineering, from biology to social sciences with new

applications arising day by day.

In order to de�ne properly ABSS we have to introduce Figure1.10, and

consider the area where all the three �elds intersect.

Figure 1.10: De�nition of ABSS as the area shared by Social science, Agent-

based computing and Computer simulation' �elds. It is worth-note the emer-

gence of three other areas, SAAS, MABS, SocSim, all analyzed in detail in

the text

However, even if our focus is directed towards the ABSS area only, a brief

digression on the three other emerging areas is worth note.

i) SAAS Standing for Social Aspects of Agents Systems, arises from the in-

tersection between the social sciences and agent-based computing. Such

area includes the study of norms, institutions, organizations, competi-

tion and so on.

ii) MABS Multi Agent Based Simulation, concerns the use of agent tech-

nology for simulating any phenomena on a computer.
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iii) SocSim which stands for Social Simulation, is the result of the intersec-

tion between the social sciences and computer simulation. It consists

in that particular type of computer simulation on social phenomena

characterized by the usage of simple models of the simulated social en-

tities, while, by contrast, the software agents used in MABS typically

employs more sophisticated communication languages and interaction

mechanisms. Moreover, Social Simulation studies provide an ideal op-

portunity for �lling the gap between empirical research and theoretical

work. In particular, social simulation provides not only a methodology

for testing hypotheses, but an observatory of social process too.

So, if we adopt the view just presented, we can de�ne ABSS as that re-

search area investigating the use of agent technology for simulating social

phenomena on a computer. A natural extension would be including all the

intersection areas such as SAAS, MABS, and SocSim but, at the same time,

we have to point out such areas that clearly do not belong to ABSS, respec-

tively:

i) social science not including an element of either agent technology or

computer simulation

ii) agent technology not including an element of either social science or

computer simulation and, �nally,

iii) computer simulation not including an element of either agent technol-

ogy or social science.

So, according to the characterization we have just provided, the main role

of ABSS consists in providing models and tools for agent-based simulation of

social phenomena and, then, to apply these in di�erent areas. A particular

feature characterizing ABSS is that it shows a unique potential for provid-

ing cross-fertilization between the participating �elds of research. We will

now give a look to these possibilities. To a better understanding of these

contributions we will introduce Figure1.11.
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Figure 1.11: Contributions among research areas mediated by ABSS

We now analyse each of these relationships (highlighted by the double

arrow lines) separately.

Connections between Social Science and Agent-Based Computing.

A �rst source os synergy between these two areas is the provision of

techniques and methodologies to built and support scale software sys-

tems aimed at studying social sciences o�ered by the agent-based com-

puting research. Another synergy-source concerns the development and

use of formalisms to specify software agents intended to inform a new

social theory too. Indeed, the formal structure of agent based com-

puting provides a clearly supportive environment for the application of

logical formalism, which is a very useful in the speci�cations of agents

for purposes of engineering multi-agents systems.

Connections between Social Science and Computer Simulation. Links

between these two areas are largely methodological and it seems that

social sciences obtains the greater bene�t. As we have previously said,

it took until the 1990s for computer simulation to have a signi�cant

impact in the social sciences. So, when social scientists have begun to

convert social theories to computer programs, a new frontier has been

opened: the possibility of analysing phenomena that it would be dif-
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�cult to observe or, even, directly not possible. Computer simulation

represents a useful method to clarify sociological theories too.

Connections between Agent-Based computing and Computer Simulation.

We now quote Davidsson (2002) since the author stress such connec-

tion. In particular we can read that:

Possible bene�ts to agent based computing from com-

puter simulation includes methods for evaluation of multi

agent systems or for training future users of the system.

Many new technical systems are distributed and involve com-

plex interaction between humans and machines. The proper-

ties of ABSS makes it especially suitable for simulating this

kind of systems. The idea is to model the behaviour of the

human users in terms of software agents.

So, in few words, in this paragraph we have considered ABSS as that

particular �eld (lying at the intersection of three research areas, agent-

based computing, the social sciences, and computer simulation) provid-

ing a unique potential (not totally explored yet) for cross-fertilization

between these areas.
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1.5 COMPLEXITY

1.5.1 Introduction

This section is devoted to the understanding of the concept of �Complexity".

In particular in the �rst subsection we begin by introducing a de�nition of

Complexity as it has been proposed by Neil Fraser Johnson, a physics Pro-

fessor notable for his work in complexity theory and complex systems. We

then consider the areas of applicability of such concept, showing that such

issue could be found in several aspects of our everyday life. We will conclude

this subsection by enumerating and explaining the features Complex Sys-

tems should have according to a vast part of Complexity researchers. The

second subsection is devoted to the distinction between the terms �Com-

plex� and �Complicated�, referring in particular to the work of Glouberman

and Zimmerman (2002) distinguishing between three di�erent types of prob-

lems: simple, complicated, and complex. We then conclude this section by

proposing a set (not exhaustive) of di�erent meanings of Complexity. Such

di�erences are due to the �eld each time the term �Complexity� is referred

to.

1.5.2 What is Complexity?

In this subsection we will follow the ideas of the previously mentioned Neil

Fraser Johnson. In particular we will focus our attention on his reasoning

as it is presented in his own book �A Simple Guide to the Science of All

Sciences". As Johnson (2009) points out, de�ning Complexity is not an easy

task. In particular he states that:

Well, unfortunately, Complexity is not easy to de�ne. Worse

still, it can mean di�erent things to di�erent people. Even among

scientists, there is no unique de�nition of Complexity. Instead,

the scienti�c notion of Complexity - and hence of a Complex Sys-

tem - has traditionally been conveyed using particular examples
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of real-world systems which scientists believe to be complex.

Areas of applicability: from technology, to health, to everyday life

The way the author follows to sum up Complexity is the usage of the phrase

(which is used as title of the �rst Chapter of the book at issue) �Two's com-

pany, three is a crowd�. The meaning is the following: Complexity Science

can be seen as the study of the phenomena which emerge from a collection of

interacting objects (and the crowd previously mentioned represents a perfect

example of such an emergent phenomenon, since it emerges from a collection

of interacting people). Examples of crowd are present in any aspect of our

everyday life, ranging from the collections of commuters to that of �nan-

cial market traders, from human cells to the insurgents. As a consequence,

the associated crowd-like phenomena are respectively tra�c jams, market

crashes, cancer tumors and guerilla wars. To some extent, if we consider the

collective actions of humans and, in particular, the environmental changes

caused by human activity, we can call to mind the controversial emergent

phenomenon of �global warming�.

The fundamental idea most real-world examples of Complexity are based

on is, still according to Johnson (2009), the situation in which a collection of

objects are competing for some kind of limited resource, such as space or land,

food, wealth or energy. If we refer to the examples previously mentioned, and

in particular to that concerning the collections of commuters, a related crowd

phenomenon occurs among such individuals who are competing for space on

a particular road at the same time. The consequence of their action is the

emergence of the so called �tra�c jam�. In the real life there are plenty

of other examples, such as power blackouts, in which a great number of

subscribers simultaneously decide to access and, as a consequence, exhaust

the available resources of the power network at issue.

According to the author, the Holy Grail of Complexity Science is the

understanding, prediction and control of such emergent phenomena, in par-

ticular for those having catastrophic consequences over the human race, such
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as epidemics, human con�icts and environmental changes. A particular fea-

ture characterizing such phenomena is that they can arise even in the absence

of any central controller or coordinator. Indeed, in such cases the collection

of objects is able to self-organize itself in such a way the phenomenon ap-

pears all by itself. Even if we have so far mentioned examples referring to

crowd �human-based�, emergent phenomena belong to the non-human world

too. The animal, insect and �sh kingdoms are �lled by examples of self-

organization. Let us just think at bird �ocks, schools of �sh, the ant-trails

or even the wasp swarms (see Figure1.12).

Figure 1.12: Examples of �non-human based� phenomena of self-organization.

From left to right: an ant-trail, a bird �ock, a school �sh, a wasp swarm.

And consequently, since all these e�ects represent emergent phenomena,

so many di�erent disciplines are getting far more interested in Complexity

(Johnson, 2009).

A prime example of Complexity in action is the area of human health and

medicine. Our immune system is based on a collection of defence mechanisms

for dealing with invading viruses. However, as in the case of other systems

(i.e tra�c or power network), it can go wrong all by itself, as in the case

in which its collective response ends up attacking healthy tissues. As it

clearly emerges, it turns out to be really important understanding, predicting,

managing and even (and hopefully) controlling a Complex System. If we take

into consideration a situation of cancer tumor as an example of a crowd e�ect

gone wrong, any treatment involving damaging the tumor may lead to the
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survival of the patient. This to remark one more time the importance of

managing and to some extent controlling a Complex System.

As a consequence of the features the author attaches to Complexity Sci-

ence, the interest in Complexity is not con�ned to natural objects, such as

people animal or cells, only. For example, the ability of a collection of objects

to produce emergent phenomena without the need for some central controller

has attracted the attention of researchers at NASA, mainly focused on the

emergent phenomena in collections of machines (robots, satellites, micro-

spacecraft and so on). The reason for such interest is clear. If we consider

the case of a collection of relatively simple robots which have been sent on a

planet to explore its surface, if one robot within the collection were to mal-

function, there would be still plenty more available while if it is the case of

a malfunction in the single large machine used for the exploration, it could

lead to the termination of a costly mission (an analogue reasoning holds for

the case of simple satellites versus a large sophisticated one and for a col-

lection of micro-spacecraft versus a much larger one). A further step can

be made. In particular Johnson (2009) highlights that the real interest for

NASA in Complex Systems belongs to the fact that it is not necessary for the

machines to have local coordination in order for them to make a good job.

Indeed, suitably chosen collection of such objects can work better as a group

if they are not being coordinated by some single controller but if, instead,

they compete for some limited resources (the same happen in the case of

drivers in tra�c: it is their competition for space on a road that imply the

emergence of arrangements of cars that are spread out in some reasonably

regular pattern).

The last example we take into consideration refers to the e�ects of our own

collective actions on our environment and weather. In particular, the global

competition for increasingly scarce natural resources is leading to increased

levels of phenomena such as pollution and deforestation, which may in turn

a�ect our climate. The weather is a complicated combination of ongoing

interactions between the atmosphere and oceans, connected as they are by
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currents of water, winds and air moisture. The extreme phenomena resulting

from this collective behaviour at issue are �oods, hurricanes and droughts.

Even if scientists are now aware of the inner rules describing the air or water

molecules, it is extremely complicated to build up a picture of what billions

of such molecules can do once mixed together. If, moreover, we add the

collective actions of human beings, we come up with the global warming, a

perfect example of Complexity in action.

To brie�y sum up what we have considered so far, in all of the previously

presented examples the emerging precise nature of the crowd-like phenomena

will depend on how the individual objects interact and how they are intercon-

nected. What is certain is that it is extremely di�cult, if not impossible, to

deduce the nature of such emergent phenomena based only on the properties

of an individual object. So, facing such di�culty in predicting what crowd

e�ects will arise, under what conditions and when, we should start thinking

at the Complexity science as the �Science of All sciences� (Johnson, 2009).

In other words, whether an individual is interested in human health, biology,

technology or other sciences, or if such individual is just aimed at avoiding

a blackout, the answer is Complexity.

The constituting components of Complexity

As we have already pointed out at the beginning of this paragraph, it does

not exist a rigorous de�nition of Complexity. However, as in the case of the

concept of �happiness� for which it does not exist a unique de�nition but we

all know what its characteristics are, we will characterize Complexity in a

similar way, by describing the features a Complex System should have and

then it should show. In particular, we refer to Johnson (2009) who claims

that the majority of Complexity researchers would agree that any candidate

Complex System should have most, if not all, of the following features:

1) The system contains a collection of many interacting objects

or �agents�. Referring to the previous examples, if we consider the

case of tra�c these objects are the drivers, while in the case of markets
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these are traders or investors. Such objects are typically called �agents�

by the scienti�c community. The reasons why such agents interact are

numerous, respectively:

i) physically closeness among them

ii) membership in a particular group

iii) they may be linked by some public information that they share

(i.e investors who are watching the same price chart for a given

stock)

iv) they may be linked by some private information (take the case of

two investors who happen to be friends sharing such information

over the phone)

The straight consequence of the emergence of interactions among agents

is the possibility of a network to arise. This is why networks have

become an integral part of Complexity Science, to the extent that for

many scientists the study of Complexity is synonymous with the study

of agents and networks together (Johnson, 2009).

2) These objects' behaviour is a�ected by memory or �feedback�. Two

cases:

i) What happened in the past can a�ect something in the present

(path-dependence e�ect) or

ii) what is going on in a particular location can a�ect what is hap-

pening at another one (knock-on e�ect).

A brief example can help us in a better understanding. Suppose an

individual happened to have taken the same route work for the past

few morning and it was always overcrowded, then he may choose to �ip

to a di�erent route if it does exist. This is a case in which an agent

is using a past information to in�uence its current decision. The same

holds in di�erent �elds (i.e stock market investment decisions).
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3) The objects can adapt their strategies according to their history.

To put it slightly di�erently, an agent can adapt its behaviour by itself,

in the hope of improving its performance or the outcome.

4) The system is typically �open�. The openness feature leads to the

possibility for the system to be in�uenced by its environment. A prac-

tical example is the case of a �nancial market a�ected by the con-

sequences of an outside news concerning the earnings of a particular

company. A closed system is, instead, one characterized by the absence

of contact with the outside world. As we can guess, such closed systems

are rare, and the only truly closed system is the Universe as a whole.

5) The system appears to be �alive�. The system evolves, and the way

it does so is highly non-trivial, often complicated. Such evolution is

driven by a set of agents who interact and adapt in response to the

feedback they share. It is common, for example, for �nancial analysts

to talk about the market as a living, breathing object, to the extent

that they usually assign to it features of pessimism or con�dence.

6) The system exhibits emergent phenomena which are generally

surprising, and may be extreme. As the author points out, in sci-

enti�c terminology the system is far from equilibrium. In other words,

anything can happen, and generally if we wait long enough it will. As

an example consider the usual cases of markets and tra�c systems:

eventually the former will show some kind of crash while the latter

some kind of jam. Such phenomena generally arise unexpectedly, since

it is not possible a prediction based on a knowledge of the properties

of the individual objects.

7) The emergent phenomena typically arise in the absence of any

sort of central controller.

There is no one ruling a Complex System which, instead, can evolve

in a complicated way all by itself. This is why such systems are often
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considered as being more than the sum of their parts.

8) The system shows a complicated mix of ordered and disordered

behaviour.

Generally all Complex systems seem to be able to shift from order to

disorder and viceversa. For example, tra�c jams at a particular point

in time and at a particular place on a road arise, and then disappear.

Conclusions

In this paragraph we have seen that Complexity focuses on what new

phenomena can emerge from a collection of relatively simple compo-

nents. In other words, it looks at the complicated side of things emerg-

ing from the interaction of a collection of objects which themselves may

be rather simple. Moreover, even if we do not comprehend totally the

constituent objects, Complexity allows us to understand what a collec-

tion of them might do. The essence of such important science is that a

simple interaction among simple bits may lead to a rich variety of re-

alistic outcomes. This is why Complexity is likely to be important for

many areas of science, across many other disciplines and in everyday

life too. Indeed we have understood that it plays an important role in

making connections between previously unrelated phenomena belong-

ing to distinct scienti�c disciplines. This is why the author considers

Complexity as the � Science of all Sciences�

1.5.3 Complicated or Complex?

Once we have understood that Complex Systems are everywhere and that

Complexity turns out to be a fundamental science, we have to proceed in a

far more detailed way. In particular we have to distinguish between what is

complicated and what instead is complex. Understanding such di�erence is

nowadays becoming important for several aspects of management and policy.
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Broadly speaking, a complicated issue is such that one is able to de�ne the

problem and then strategically develop proper actions aimed at obtaining

the desired results. By contrast, in the case of a complex adaptive system

it is di�cult to predict both the cause and the e�ects (Allen). This topic is

satisfactorily developed in Glouberman and Zimmerman (2002), so we will

comply with the contents presented in there.

The starting point of such paper is the set of troubles a�ecting the Cana-

dian health care system. Even if there is agreement on the presence of such

problems, the same harmony does not hold concerning its nature. Indeed

many di�erent sources are identi�ed, depending each time on the survey ori-

entation and on the type of questions being asked by pollsters and health

related surveys. The authors point out that other countries in the English

world have had similar paths during the previous decade (remark: the paper

has been published in 2002), with several changes hitting such systems (e.h

the British National Health Service, NHS, changed its orientation from �man-

aged competition� to �collaboration� the day the Labour succeeded to Tory).

It is then argued that the majority of the approaches aimed at changing

such systems are based on a rational planning. Moreover, the authors state

that health care and, more generally, the systems within which it is delivered

could be better understood as complex adaptive systems. But since the as-

sumptions underlying such rational planning are not consistent with complex

adaptive systems, then policies and strategies based on it can have signi�cant

unintended consequences when applied to such complex systems. So it turns

out to be important the distinction made by Glouberman and Zimmerman

(2002) between three di�erent types of problems: simple, complicated, and

complex.

1) simple problems: a useful example of a simple problem is cooking by

following a recipe, which is essential. Problems of this type may in-

clude some issues of technique and terminology but, once these are

mastered, following the recipe is su�cient to almost ensure a successful

result (which is almost standardized). Moreover they do not need any
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particular expertise.

2) complicated problems: di�erently from the previous case, formulae

and recipes are fundamental in order to resolve complicated problems

but, often, they are not su�cient. They contain subsets of simple prob-

lems even if they are not merely reducible to them. Their complicated

nature is due to the scale of a problem, but to issues of coordination

and specialized expertise too. With reference to this last element, com-

plicated problems involve high levels of expertise in a variety of �elds

as a necessary condition for success. A clear example is that of sending

a rocket to the moon (high level of expertise is required, formulae are

critical, sending a rocket increases assurance that the next will succeed).

3) complex problems: within this set of problems formulae have a much

more limited application. Expertise can contribute to solve such issues

in a valuable ways, however it does not provide any necessary or su�-

cient condition to ensure success. The outcome is always surrounded by

a veil of uncertainty. Moreover, complex problems include both com-

plicated and simple ones, even if they are not reducible to either since

they have speci�c requirements, such as an understanding of unique

local conditions and a particular capacity to adapt as the environment

change. A neat example of complex problems is raising a child (raising

a child provides experience but it does not guarantee success with the

next, every child is unique, uncertainty of outcome still persist, formu-

lae have limited applications). Although the veil of uncertainty linked

to the complex case, all these kind of problems can be approached with

a certain level of optimism (the complexity of raising a child will not

imply people to give up from this issue).

Figure1.13, which consists in a table borrowed from Glouberman and Zim-

merman (2002), summarizes all the characteristics of each type of problems

we have just presented, drawing attention to the di�erences among them.
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Figure 1.13: Di�erences among Simple, Complicated, and Complex problems.

Each column is devoted to one of this three issues. Starting with an example,

all of these three columns sum up the main features such types of problems

show.

Once introduced such distinction, the authors explain the reason inspiring

it. Given the previously mentioned troubles a�ecting Canadian health care

system, Glouberman and Zimmerman (2002) argument that many health

care experts implicitly depict complex problems as they were complicated

ones, and the straight consequence is the employment of solutions embedded

within rational planning approaches. So, since they tend to lack of attention

many aspects of complexity, there are often inappropriate ongoing solutions.

This to remark that individuals should not be trapped into a narrow way of

de�ning and, consequently, responding to current problems as if they were

solely complicated. Success in answering to complex problems could repre-

sent the beginning of a revitalizing process in di�erent �elds, �rst of all in

health care. In other words, Complex Adaptive Systems theory could provide
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fresh accounts of how our systems deteriorated and lead solutions towards a

di�erent path.

1.5.4 Di�erent Meanings of Complexity

Generally Complexity is used to describe something composed of di�erent

parts interacting with each others in various way. However, according to the

speci�c �eld we are referring to, �Complexity� has a precise meaning. We

now consider brie�y such di�erent meanings of Complexity.

1) Computational complexity theory: it studies the amount of resources

needed in order to execute the algorithms (which is a step by step pro-

cedure used for calculations). The most popular types of computational

complexity are:

i) time complexity of a problem: which consists in the number of

steps necessary to solve an instance of the problem as a function

of the size of the input (which tends to be measured in bits).

ii) space complexity of a probelm: which is equal to the volume

of the memory used by the algorithm in order to solve an instance

of the problem (as the previous case, the instance is solved as a

function of the size of the input).

2) Information processing: in this case, complexity is considered as a

measure of the total number of properties which have been transmitted

by an object and consequently detected by an observer.

3) Algorithmic information theory: we have to highlight the �Kolmogorov

complexity� (even known as descriptive complexity or algorithmic com-

plexity) of a string. It is the length of the shortest binary program

generating that string.

4) Software engineering: programming complexity consists in a measure

of the interactions of the various elements of the software.
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5) Physical systems: in this �eld, complexity represents a measure of the

probability of the state vector of the system.

Once we have understood that there exist di�erent meanings of Com-

plexity (and those we have presented are not all), we now consider far more

in detail such meanings of Complexity referring to the computational and

algorithmic �elds. In particular, we refer to Gell-Mann (1995). According to

what we have just stated, the author begins his paper by claiming that:

What is complexity? A great many quantities have been pro-

posed as measures of something like complexity. In fact, a variety

of di�erent measures would be required to capture all our intu-

itive ideas about what is meant by complexity and by its opposite,

simplicity. Some of the quantities, like computational complex-

ity, are time (or space) measures. They are concerned with how

long it would take (or how much capacity would be needed), at

a minimum, for a standard universal computer to perform a par-

ticular task. Computational complexity itself is related to the

least time (or number of steps) needed to carry out a certain

computation. Other suggested quantities are information mea-

sures, referring, roughly speaking, to the length of the shortest

message conveying certain information. For example, the algo-

rithmic information content (or AIC) of a string of bits is de�ned

as the length of the shortest program that will cause a standard

universal computer to print out the string of bits and then halt.

All these quantities (which are measures of complexity for a speci�c entity

in the real world) are to some extent context-dependent, since each time they

depend on the level of detail of the description of the entity, on the language

employed, on the coding method used for conversion of the language chosen

into a string of bits and so on. Moreover, many of such quantities cannot

be computed. Let us assume the case of the algorithmic information content

(AIC) of a long bit string. It can be shown to be less then or equal to a
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certain value. However, for any such value we can not exclude the possibility

that such AIC could be lower, thanks to a yet undiscovered theorem revealing

a hidden regularity characterizing the string at issue.

There is a di�erent measure (which does not refer to the length of the

most brief description of a set of entity, as AIC does) concerning the length

of the most concise description of the regularities of the entity. The author

calls it �e�ective complexity�, and he depicts it as follows:

Thus something almost entirely random, with practically no

regularities, would have e�ective complexity near zero. So would

something completely regular, such as a bit string consisting en-

tirely of zeroes. E�ective complexity can be high only in a region

intermediate between total order and complete disorder.

Still in the computational �eld, there can happen situations in which such

computations are di�cult. For example, let us consider the case of the time

involved in deducing practical predictions from a scienti�c theory. So, this is

the case of time measures of complexity, and an example is �logical depth�.

For a bit string, such measure refers to the time required for a standard

computer to compute the string, print it out and then halt. Then, such time

is averaged over the various programs that will accomplish the task.

As Gell-Mann (1995) points out, while observing natural phenomena we

frequently have to distinguish between e�ective complexity and logical depth.

However it is not an easy task to tell whether something apparently complex

really re�ects a certain amount of logical depth or, instead, possesses a great

deal of e�ective complexity.

The last measure of complexity the authors refers to in his paper is called

�potential complexity�. It is de�ned as a function of future time, relative to

a �xed time, which could for example be the present. Such quantity is the

e�ective complexity of the entity at a future time, averaged over the various

coarse-grained histories of the universe between that time and the present,

each of them weighted according to their probabilities.
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1.6 Networks

1.6.1 Introduction

In what follows we try to give a brief explanation of Networks. The reason

why we do so, is due to the fact that networks are a fundamental component

of the project we have developed. The path we are going trough is charac-

terized as follows: starting from some examples of situations in which we can

�nd out the presence of these networks, we will then consider the particular

case of social networks, by means of a de�nition and the description of their

structures and main features. These complex interrelated systems are every-

where, from natural structures to man-made systems, as Bransburg-Zabary

et al. (2013) points out. All-days examples are:

a. Economic networks. We can consider markets as a huge directed multi-

relational network. All the elements making such markets working,

such as companies, �rms, �nancial institutions and governments, play

the role of �nodes�. �Links�, instead, represent di�erent interactions

between such nodes. Common examples are: purchases and sales or �-

nancial loaning. The value of the transaction is captured by the weight

of the links. This representation focusing on the economy as a network

of interacting actors is useful to make sense of global �nancial melt-

downs, which are provoked by a sequence of failures cascading over the

highly connected and interdependent network economy.

b. Power-line and airline networks. Human-made networks. One of the

main feature of such systems is that they might be involved in random

failures as well as targeted attacks. Moreover, failures may have cas-

cading e�ects: indeed, the failure of one node may recursively cause the

failure of connected nodes, and the consequences of such events might

reveal to be catastrophic.

c. Social Networks. Their main feature is linking people according to vari-

ous social relationships, such as acquaintance, friendship, collaboration,
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and sexual relation. The reason why they are of great importance is

due to the fact that they allow to understand and anticipate the spread

of ideas, innovations, as well as biological and computer viruses.

d. The World Wide Web. It is a directed network of hyper-links via URLs.

Nodes represent web-pages while edges are the hyper-links between

pages. In particular, there exists an edge from �page p� to �page q� if

�page p� contains at least one hyper-link pointing to �page q�.

e. Metabolic and protein networks. Networks structured as follows: the

nodes are simple molecules like water or ATP while the links are the

biochemical reactions that take place between these molecules. Fur-

thermore, proteins can be viewed as nodes of a complex network in

which two proteins are connected if they can physically interact.

Some of these networks are made by nature (e), other are built by hu-

mans (a, b, d). All of them grow in a self-organised way, without any sort

of regulation coming from central authorities. We can go on with several

other examples. However, these are of great importance and su�cient to our

purpose, which is highlighting the presence of such networks in our all-day

life. So, it turns to be fundamental to understand their growth, structure,

dynamics, functioning and their mutual interrelationships in order to �nd

out their strengths and possible weaknesses: in this case, a better under-

standing could lead us to discover solutions making these systems resilient

against failures and attacks.

Recently, signi�cant advances have been made in understanding the struc-

ture and function of networks. Furthermore, mathematical models of net-

works are now widely used to describe a broad range of complex systems

(from social and technological systems to interactions among proteins). How-

ever, the other side of the coin is that until recently methods deal nearly

exclusively with individual networks considered as isolated ones. Instead, an

individual network is often just one component of a more complex network,

the so called �network of networks�. An other recent issue is the reinforce-
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ment of links between existing systems (the so called �coupling between net-

works�). Blackouts are a useful example of such dependence between them.

When long-lasting, they could result in a widespread failure of networks in

several domains: healthcare, �nance, railway, communication. In this cases,

the failure of nodes in one network may cause failures of dependent nodes in

other networks, leading to a cascading e�ect of failures within such networks.

Since recently developed, the debate around networks is still open, and

some realistic features have not been taken into account by traditional for-

malism yet. Examples are: coupling between networks (versus the �isolated�

feature assumption), dynamics of networks (versus the �static� feature as-

sumption), spatial properties of networks. Providing a solution to such is-

sues will lead to a new generation of network science, which could perhaps

foster new tools to understand the world we live in (Dror Y. Kenett (Shlomo

Havlin)).

In what follows we will analyse in detail what a network is, what it is made

of, what types of networks exist, how they evolve as time goes by and other

characteristic features referred to the particular type of �Social networks� .

To do so, we refer to Cio�-Revilla (2014).

1.6.2 Social networks, from a qualitative point of view

A social network is a social structure made up of a set of social actors (i.e

individuals or organizations) and a set of ties between these actors. By means

of a social network perspective we have available a set of methods that can be

used for analysing the structure of whole social entities as well as a variety of

theories explaining the patterns observed in these structures. Social networks

are everywhere. This statement is supported by Cio�-Revilla (2014), which

says:

Social networks consisting of actors and social relations are

ubiquitous across the social science disciplines. Networks are con-

sequential and frequent in anthropology, economics, sociology,
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political science, and psychology -the Big Five social sciences-

as well as interdisciplinary areas such as communication, man-

agement science, international relations, history, and geography,

especially human geography.

De�nition

As emerges social networks are composed by several constituent parts includ-

ing:

i) entities (as actors, values, ideas, locations, attributes)

ii) relations (as links, ties, interactions, associations) and

iii) aggregations (as dyads, triads, groups, and subgroups).

More speci�cally, following Cio�-Revilla (2014), we can characterize a

network as follows:

De�nition 1 A Network N consists of a �nite set N of entities (called nodes

or vertices), denoted by {n1, n2, n3, ..., ng} and a set of relations L (called

lines, links, or edges), l1, l2, l3, . . . , lL de�ned on the set of nodes N.

Note that g stands for the cardinality of N, id est it represents the total

number of nodes in N . The cardinality of L, instead, is L = g(g − 1) for

directional pairs, where a directional relation between node i and node j

is denoted by ni → nj or xij. This is a fundamental concept upon which

practically in�nite possibilities of other kinds of network concepts, models,

and methods are built on.

The bene�t coming from the usage of social networks analysis as a frame-

work is clear: the possibility to study relationships between individuals or

groups, organizations or even societies. These relationships are investigated

through the properties of relations between and within units and not in terms

of the properties of these units themselves. This paves the way to the exten-

sion of the analysis of complex couples human-natural-arti�cial systems by
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providing concepts, notation and applied principles that are useful in doing

so.

Structures and types

Graphs are instruments providing an appropriate representation of the social

networks. In particular, they are tools by means of which we can understand

di�erences between the main structures and types of social network, with the

former referring to the recognition and permanence of patterns and relation-

ships between entities. In this paragraph we follow Cio�-Revilla (2014) in

order to specify the main items of these two categories, even exploiting its

related �gures to gain an appropriate knowledge about this topic.

As Cio�-Revilla (2014) observes, there are four main types of social net-

works according to their social relations L ( l1, l2, l3, . . .)

a. Directed network or digraph: social network characterized by direc-

tional social relations. It di�ers from an ordinary or undirected graph

in which the links between nodes lack an exact direction, so the network

is de�ned in terms of unordered pairs of vertices; instead, in a digraph

each edge has a de�nite direction associated with it. Moreover, a di-

graph can be de�ned �simple� if it has no loops, and no multiple arcs.

Typical examples of such networks are transaction networks, such as

those consisting of �ows between nodes. Trade transactions (money or

goods), �ows-of-people transactions (�ows of migrants, tourists, inter-

national students), or other resources (imports, exports, information).

b. Signed network or valued network: social network characterized by

links having valence signs: +, -, 0. An immediate example comes from

politics: allies would be described by a positive sign, adversaries by a

negative one, while neutrals by a zero.

c. Weighted network: social networks in which links show weight or in-

tensity of some kind. Examples could be the strength of friendship ties

or the volume of trade between countries.
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d. Multiplex: multiplex networks are multilayer systems of N nodes that

can be linked in multiple interacting and co-evolving layers. In these

networks, relevant information might not be captured if the single layers

were analysed separately. This is why multiple or parallel associations

between node pairs should be taken into consideration in such networks.

Put di�erently, the set of social relations L contains multiple social ties

or links between nodes. Moreover, the interconnections between layers

are only between a node and its counterpart in the other layer. An

obvious example are families, but other examples could be the social

networks Facebook and Twitter.

Figure 1.14: Facebook and Twitter represent two examples of a multiplex

typology of social networks where users are the nodes by way of which in-

terconnections between layers can take place. In particular, Facebook is a

network of networks, i.e., the aggregate of many di�erent social circles or

subnetworks, each having its own temporal or structural patterns.

A graphical representation will enhance a good understanding of these

networks' shape. Figure1.15 provides some help. In the upper left corner of
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the �gure a digraph is depicted. In the upper right corner a signed graph

with valences. The lower left corner lodges a weighted network, while the

lower right one a multiplex with various kinds of possible social relations

between nodes.

Figure 1.15: Representation of the four main types of social networks. Since

we have followed Cio�-Revilla (2014) for what concerns the types of networks

we can work with, in order to be coherent we chase its graphical representa-

tion too.

Further steps can be done. In particular we have to focus our attention

on the analysis of social networks at the scale relevant to our theoretical

and practical question, in order to �gure out possible network properties
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involved. This is why the level of analysis represents a fundamental aspect

in the structure of a social network. Following Cio�-Revilla (2014), we will

distinguish several levels of analysis. Starting from a micro level and pointing

to the macro one (bottom up procedure), in turns we have:

Nodal level: it is the most detailed level of social network analysis. It

focuses on attributes of node-entities, such as nodal degree, centrality

and other signi�cant ones.

Dyadic level: as the origin of the term reveals (in Greek �duo� means �two�)

this level of analysis is focused on the relationship between two units.

In particular, it is possible to analyse a relational pair as a binary unit

from a number of di�erent perspective. Moreover, the qualitative type

of dyads comprised in a social network can determine the very character

of the network. In Figure1.16, all the networks shown contain dyads.

Triadic level: since triads can play an important role in many �elds, such as

balancing processes and transitive relationships, such networks triads

are signi�cant at all scales of social networks.

N-adic level: the social network analysis can, by induction, examine any

aggregation of unit nodes and relations, up to the entire size of the

network, so up to the condition g=N, denoting the total number of

nodes in a network.

Network level: such level examines aggregate attributes such as size, di-

ameter, connectedness, centralisation and others. Since the analysis at

this level can involve aggregate properties and phenomena, the network

level is commonly associated with complex system analysis.

Even if nowadays the greater part of available knowledge about social net-

works is at the node level and the network level, several measures are de�ned

for each of these intermediate levels so, in principle, any social network can

be described in quantitative terms, if there are su�cient data, irrespective of
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the speci�c structure of the network. We will spend the entire next section

in analysing such point of view.

Another main feature characterising networks is whether they are static or

dynamic. So far we have considered social networks from a static perspective

only. However there exist dynamic networks too. They are networks whose

state changes as a function of time {t}. Common types of behaviour they

exhibits are: growth, evolution, transformation, decay, among other patterns.

This feature, as well as other ideas we have seen previously about social

networks, does not depend on the speci�c structure of a network. In what

follows we present a simpli�ed scenario of social networks structures we can

chance upon.

Social Networks Structures

In the real world the more intuitive way of understanding that social networks

di�er among each others is taking into consideration their structure. Within

the huge set of possible �architectural structures� they can adopt, there are

certain types that are signi�cant for their properties and recurrence. We

now present these types of social networks and try to understand better their

shape by mean of a graphical representation too. All of them are presented

without any reference to their relational type. Indeed they can have any

relational type. Which of the four types previously seen (directed, valued,

weighted or multiple) depends on the nature of its dyads. Approximating

these networks by their increasing complexity we have (still following Cio�-

Revilla (2014)):

a. Chain network: also known as �line network�. It is constituted by a

string of nodes. Common examples are multi-stage processes of many

kinds.

b. Star network: also known as �wheel network�. It presents a radial form.

There is a central node radially linked to all the others around it.
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c. Y network: also known as �tree network�. It seems a chain with split or

frayed terminal path. Branching processes are a social example.

d. Circle network: it is a closed chain with nodes linked in a circular fash-

ion. This structure is the least hierarchical seen so far.

e. Complete network: it shows the maximum degree of communication

since evry node within it is connected to the others.

f. Cellular network: it is a network with one or more nodes having a com-

plete graph attached to it.

All these structures are represented in �gure1.16.

1.6.3 Social networks, from a quantitative point of view

As Cio�-Revilla (2014) points out, there are two di�erent classes of social

network measures: one measuring the attributes of nodes (�micro-level nodal

measures�) and the other the features characterizing network structure as a

whole (�macro-level network measures�). Since in this project-work we are

involved in the interaction between agents within a single network, analysing

the �rst set measures is su�cient to understand the framework around our

work.

Even if new measures are being invented as time goes by, we have selected

those we think are more signi�cant.

(i) Degree: within a network, the degree of a node represents the number of

connections between such node and the others. In the case of a directed

network, nodes have two di�erent degrees, the �in-degree� and the �out-

degree�, with the former measuring the number of incoming edges and

the latter that of outgoing edges. In other words it is a measure of

centrality, since measuring the number of links incident on a node.

(ii) Distance: it measures the number of links connecting two nodes. So

d(ni, nj)=0 for all the nodes ni within the network.
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Figure 1.16: Elementary social networks structures: from the left to the right,

top-down, we have examples of a Chain network, Star network, Y network,

Circle network, Complete network, and Cellular network.

(iii) Betweenness centrality: it measures how often a node appears on short-

est paths between nodes in the network. When referred to social net-

work, this measures leads to important implications, allowing for fur-

ther considerations with respect to the nodes showing the higher degree

of betweenness.



Chapter 2

The Model

2.1 Introduction

This part is devoted to the presentation of the core part of our thesis. It con-

sists in a model we developed by means of a simulating software (NetLogo),

which will allow us to make a vast thinking given some initial condition and

some rules. The technique we have used is that of Agent Based Modelling.

As we have seen in the literature part in the section committed at explaining

ABM, this particular way of modelling allows to built �bottom-up� models,

characterized by a set of agents acting and interacting among themselves and

with the environment they are located in. The point we have to start from

is a work of Joshua M. Epstein and Robert Axtell, who have developed a

simulating mechanism for all sorts of emergent behaviour within a grid of

cells managed by a computer. In particular, in Epstein (1996), the authors

justi�ed the usage of model-building with the following words:

The social sciences are also hard because certain kinds of con-

trolled experimentation are hard. In particular, it is di�cult to

test hypotheses concerning the relationship of individual behav-

iors to macroscopic regularities, hypotheses of the form: If in-

dividuals behave in thus and such a way-that is, follow certain

speci�c rules-then society as a whole will exhibit some particular

63
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property. How does the heterogeneous micro-world of individ-

ual behaviors generate the global macroscopic regularities of the

society?

Another fundamental concern of most social scientists is that

the rational actor-a perfectly informed individual with in�nite

computing capacity who maximizes a �xed (nonevolving) exoge-

nous utility function-bears little relation to a human being. Yet,

there has been no natural methodology for relaxing these assump-

tions about the individual. Relatedly, it is a standard practice in

the social sciences to suppress real-world agent heterogeneity in

model-building.

In their simulations, they propose several examples of real-lyfe phenom-

ena governed by simple rules (i.e the role of seasonal migrations, pollution,

sexual reproduction, combat, and transmission of disease). What is worth

note is that fundamental collective behaviours such as group formation or

cultural transmission are seen to �emerge� because of the interaction of indi-

vidual agents following few simple rules. In particular, referring to the way

of thinking presented in their work, a model such that we have been working

with should be composed by three elements:

1) The Agents. According to the de�nition the authors give, each agent

should have two features:

a) internal states: each agent is de�ned as an entity characterized

by a set of �xed and variable states. For example, given a partic-

ular agent, its genetic characteristics (or a generic endowment of

elements) are evaluated as �xed since they will not change during

its life while its wealth is an example of variable state since will

vary, depending on the interaction with the environment or with

other agents. When the �xed attributes are di�erent across the

agent population, then the model population is considered hetero-

geneous.
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b) behavioural rules: something the agents have to obey to.

2) The Environment. It represents the space within which the agents raise,

grow, die, act and interact, both with other agents or with the envi-

ronment itself. In the case of a software tool as NetLogo, it consists in

a screen containing all the agents we have introduced.

3) The Rules. They consist in a set of commands regulating the agents'

behaviour. As a consequence, they are the basis of agents' acting and

interacting. They can create interactions among agents and elements

of the environment (in NetLogo they are called �patches�) or among

the environment elements.

This set of features constitutes the architecture of a generic model devel-

oped with NetLogo. This is why in the following pages we will �rst of all

analyse separately these constituting parts, in order to fully comprehend the

basis of our reasoning. Once we had satisfactorily explained such elements,

we will then shift focus to the potentiality our work is endowed with, and

then we will carry out several experiments deriving some conclusions for each

of them.

We now begin with a clear description of the element �Environment� since

it represents the framework within which our reasoning takes place.

2.2 The Environment

2.2.1 The real World

In our simulation, the real piece of World we are referring to is the district

of Turin in the Italian North-Western region called �Piemonte�. Its shape is

represented in Figure2.1.

As we can see there is a clear concentration of buildings in the Central-

Eastern part of the district, corresponding to the city of Turin. When trans-

forming such real space into our NetLogo environment, we have exploited
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Figure 2.1: Georeferenced map of the Turin district within the Italian region

�Piemonte�.

the fact that the district could be divided into four di�erent areas:

i) The city of Turin

ii) The �rst belt

iii) The second belt

iv) The residual set of municipalities

The �rst belt consists in the Turin metropolitan area (pursuant to Art

17 Law No 142/90, a �metropolitan area� is de�ned as that area, usually

standing around a big city, including a set of municipalities whose settle-

ments share strong economic, cultural and local activities with the city at

issue), which includes twenty-three municipalities. The second belt is instead
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composed of twenty-nine municipalities. This distinction is due to the Italian

entity named �Osservatorio Demogra�co Territoriale del Piemonte�, which is

aimed at providing data concerning the main characteristics of people living

in Piemonte. The set of cities constituting the �rst and the second belt are

represented in Figure2.2, which has been taken on the website of the entity

at issue (http : //www.demos.piemonte.it).

Figure 2.2: Set of municipalities constituting the �rst and the second belt

around the city of Turin. The table has been imported by the website of the

Italian entity aimed at providing data about the population of the district

�Piemonte�.
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2.2.2 NetLogo Environment

Transforming such real environment into the NetLogo scenario constitutes

the beginning of our simulation work, the box within which each action of

the agents will then take place. In order to reproduce a simulated world,

faithful to the real one, we have divided the screen into four areas, each of

them corresponding to one of those real. In doing so, two assumptions have

been undertaken, respectively concerning:

i) the shape of the district. Since it would take too much time to faith-

fully represent the district shape (but it consists in an improvement

which can be done in a further developed version of our work), and

since the shape we assume does not imply any limitation to the reason-

ing we are going to develop in the following pages, we have decided to

consider the whole NetLogo screen as the entire district of Turin. So,

a rectangular-shaped environment.

i) the shape of the belts. Since the real belts are more or less concentric

around the city of Turin, we have depicted them as concentric rect-

angular around an inner one representing the city at issue. We have

assigned di�erent colours to each of them as follows: a) white colour

depicts the city of Turin, b) red colour the �rst belt, c) yellow the

second belt and, �nally, d) the green colour represents the rest of the

cities.

The related code is the following:

to setup-canvas

ask patches [set pcolor green]

set Torino2 patches with

[pxcor >= 60 and pxcor <= 170 and pycor >= 10 and pycor <= 85 ]

ask Torino2 [ set pcolor yellow]

set Torino1 patches with

[pxcor >= 100 and pxcor <= 163 and pycor >= 27 and pycor <= 75 ]
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ask Torino1 [ set pcolor red]

set Torino patches with

[pxcor >= 123 and pxcor <= 145 and pycor >= 45 and pycor <= 60 ]

ask Torino [ set pcolor white]

set Torino3 patches with [pcolor = green]

end

In particular, such few lines represent the way through which we assigned

to each area the colour, the name, and the coordinates, all together consti-

tuting the features of such areas. �Torino� is the Italian word for the city of

Turin, while for simplicity we called �Torino1� and �Torino2� the belts from

the inside to the outside, and �nally �Torino3� is the name we attributed to

the rest of the cities.

The last feature we have to focus our attention on is that referring to the

coordinates. They have been attributed to each areas as follows. Given the

set of cities composing the �rst and the second belts, for each of these we

have taken the coordinates of the more external ones as edges of the belt at

issue. This procedure has been �rstly developed with real values, and then

while transferring them into NetLogo we have maintained the proportions.

The results are shown in Figure2.3.

2.3 The Agents

2.3.1 Hospitals

This is the only set of agents that is geo-referenced. In order to geolocalized

such institutions we followed the same procedure as that used for building up

belts (so, again, beginning from real coordinates we have then plotted such

values into NetLogo in a way able to maintain the proportional distances

among each buildings, in order to work in an environment well representa-
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Figure 2.3: Representation of the simulated world, corresponding to the real

district of Turin. It is divided into four concentric rectangular areas: i)

the white one corresponds to the city of Turin, ii) the red to the �rst belt

surrounding the city, iii) the yellow represents the second belt and iv) the

green the rest of the cities within the district.

tive of the real situation). Since our work consists in the analysis of the

health-care path patients walk through during their life (so, moving from

family doctors to hospitals, from health-care specialists to health-care labo-

ratories), we have chosen a set of representative (not exhaustive again) hospi-

tals within the district of Turin. By representative we mean well-functioning

hospitals that are well-known in the district because of some features they

are endowed with. We now enumerate all those structures together with the
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pair of coordinates (x-coordinate �rst, y-coordinate then) identifying them

in a univocal way on the screen:

1) Hospital 0: CTO (134.6 46.8)

2) Hospital 1: Mauriziano (133 50.2)

3) Hospital 2: Regina Margherita (134.6 47.2)

4) Hospital 3: Molinette (135 48.4)

5) Hospital 4: Orbassano (135 48.4)

6) Hospital 5: Candiolo (113.2 25.94)

7) Hospital 6: Koelliker (130.8 48.4)

8) Hospital 7: Valdese (136.8 51.4)

9) Hospital 8: Cottolengo (136.2 56.2)

10) Hospital 9: Rivoli (104.6 52)

11) Hospital 10: Susa (10.6 72.4)

12) Hospital 11: Pinerolo (64.2 8.6)

13) Hospital 12: Lanzo (97.4 96.2)

14) Hospital 13: Ivrea (174.6 133.4)

15) Hospital 14: San Carlo Canavese (122.6 88.6)

16) Hospital 15: Chieri (160 42.2)

17) Hospital 16: Carmagnola (143.2 15.4)

18) Hospital 17: Moncalieri (138.2 40.4)

The related code procedure is the following:
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to setup-hospitals

create-hospitals 18 [set shape "house" set size 4 set color black]

set cohord [[134.6 46.8][133 50.2][134.6 47.2][135 48.4][111.8 46]

[113.2 25.94][130.8 48.4][136.8 51.4][136.2 56.2][104.6 52]

[10.6 72.4][64.2 8.6][97.4 96.2][174.6 133.4][122.6 88.6]

[160 42.2][143.2 15.4][138.2 40.4]]

Figure2.4 depicts the graphical output.

Figure 2.4: Simulated world �lled by all the eighteen hospitals.

A NetLogo peculiarity consist in the possibility of inspecting agents by

means of a right click on their graphical representation on the screen. This
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procedure allows us to consider all the features we have attributed to the

agents �hospitals�. What we are saying is graphically supported by Figure2.5,

in which we have reported all the characteristics of a generic hospital. The

worth note features are the following: i) the ID number, labelled as �who�,

in this case identifying hospital 12, Lanzo ii) the colour, black iii) the pair of

coordinates iv) the shape, which have been setted as house-shape for all the

structures v) the size and, �nally vi) the set of services each hospital does

provide.

Figure 2.5: Generic hospital inspection. This window allows the user to

consider simultaneously all the features he has attributed to the agent at

issue. The important ones are: the ID (this is hospital 12, so the hospital

of Lanzo), the pair of coordinates, the shape (house type), and �nally the

services o�ered.
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The issue of services provided is particularly important. We have made

the following assumption: there can exist only three alleged typologies of

services the hospitals are able to provide, respectively:

i) Laboratory-based tests

ii) Specialist services

iii) Compelling services

We have assigned to each service a univocal three �gures code. Those

starting with 1 (i.e 101, 102, etc) belong to the �rst typology, then those

beginning with 2 (i.e 201, 202, etc) refer to the specialist services (such as

an orthopaedic exam, or a dental one) and �nally the set of services whose

�rst digit is 3 (i.e 301, 304, etc) are urgent type ones. A further assumption

we have based our work on is that each hospital can at most provide twenty

di�erent services (whose identi�cation three �gures codes range from 101 to

120, from 201 to 220, and from 301 to 320) for each one of the three typologies

at issue. The related code procedure is reported is shown below:

let cat1 []

let cat2 []

let cat3 []

let i 1

while [i <= 20] [

set cat1 lput (100 + i) cat1

set cat2 lput (200 + i) cat2

set cat3 lput (300 + i) cat3

set i (i + 1)

]

set treatments (list cat1 cat2 cat3)

set maxCat (list maxCat1 maxCat2 maxCat3)
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On the interface of the programme we have then inserted three di�erent

sliders (which are represented in Figure2.6), tools that a generic software

user can modify according to the di�erent situation he wants to investigate

each time. Those we are referring to manage the number of services per

typology all the hospitals can at most provide. We said �at most� because

the process assigning such services is random, meaning that the number of

services attributed to each hospital will be included in a range from 0 to the

number selected.

The three �gures codes we have referred to up to now do not identify

particular healthcare performance provided. Two exceptions have been un-

dertaken, with respect to the healthcare service �blood test�:

i) 101 taking of a blood sample

ii) 102 blood analysis

Their provision is widely spread over the healthcare institutions since

it represents one of the most common practice hospitals conduct (taking a

blood sample mainly). Then it is plausible to suppose that the vast majority

of the hospitals is able to o�er this service. But not all of them. This is

why we have constructed another pair of sliders regulating the probability

that an hospital is able to carry out these tasks (see Figure2.7). Again, it

will be the software user that will decide the probabilities attached to such

services provisions, depending each time on the particular system he wants

to test. Indeed, one of our work peculiarity is that it is not district related

only. Even if we attached some speci�c district features such as the position

of the hospitals on the screen, or as we will see later on elements such as

the population (re�ecting real age proportions), we really intended to built

up a model able to develop reasoning. In particular, an instrument that,

given a set of user-modi�able variables, allows us to test some agents-based

phenomena, that will be analysed in the following subsections.
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Figure 2.6: Sliders regulating the maximum number of services each hospital

in the district of Turin can provide. �maxCat1� refers to laboratory-based

tests, �maxCat2� to specialist services and �maxCat3� to urgent ones. By

modifying such values we change the maximum number of services all the

hospitals can at most provide.

Figure 2.7: Sliders regulating the probability that blood tests are carried

out in all the district hospitals. In detail,�bloodTakingHosp� manages the

probability that each hospital conduct the taking of blood samples service,

while �bloodAnalysingHosp� the probability associated to the blood analysis

one.

2.3.2 Specialists

Specialists are the �rst set of agents e�ectively providing services. (Indeed,

Hospitals act as box containing the healthcare services that are then provided

by specialists). We have intended them as hospital head physicians, so we

have considered plausible the following assumption: each specialist is able

to o�er just one service among all those provided within the hospital he is

a�liated to. This falls down under the characteristics labelled as �specialty�

each specialist does have.

Since we have them intended as public employees, we now consider all

the features we have them attributed:

i) a�liation: each specialist is linked to one hospital, and the number iden-

tifying such variable corresponds to one of the eighteen hospitals.
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ii) queue: it measures the time a patient has to wait for his illness to get

cured. We have assumed it be always greater than zero. In particular,

it ranges randomly from one to �ve-hundred.

iii) cost: since intended as public employees, we assume their e�orts in nurs-

ing patients' illnesses are o�ered for free. So costs are zero.

iv) reputation: such variable measures how much the specialist is renowned

for the service he does provide. It ranges, still randomly, up to one-

hundred.

As a summary of the characteristics we have described so far, together

with the graphical shape we have attributed to this kind of agents, let us

give a look at Figure2.8.

The process for specialists creation is the following: According to the

health-care services each hospital is able to o�er, it creates its specialists-

a�liated agents and then they will lie in an area (the so called �radius�)

surrounding the hospital at issue. A particular type of Specialists hospitals

are able to create are what we have called �ers�. The term �er� stands for

�emergency room�, and we have invented these agents as specialists providing

services whose codes begin with the number 3, i.e compelling services. Fig-

ure2.9 graphically depicts a generic Er specialist. The associated procedure

is now presented.

ask hospitals [

let h who

if (random-float 1 < erProb)

[hatch-ers 1 [set color lime set size 2 move-to one-of

(patches in-radius specialistRadius) set affiliation h]]

foreach services [

hatch-specialists 1

[set color black set size 3 set specialty (lput ? [])
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Figure 2.8: Generic Specialist inspection. The important emergent features

specialists are endowed with are: the ID (this is agent 2568), the pair of

coordinates (di�erently from the hospitals case they are not �xed, so they will

change running the program another time), the shape (person doctor type),

the services o�ered (labelled as �specialty�), and �nally the four features

described in the text, respectively i) reputation, ii) a�liation, iii) queue, and

iv) cost.

move-to one-of (patches in-radius specialistRadius)

set affiliation h set queue random 500 set rep random 100]

The �rst �ve code lines refer to te creation of Ers, with probability lower

than one in order to faithfully represent the real situation, i.e the fact that

not all hospitals are endowed with emergency rooms. The four last lines

instead examine the specialists creation, their capability of nursing one type

of services only, their a�liation and their core features. Finally, the user
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Figure 2.9: Generic Specialist (er type) inspection. The important emergent

features specialists are endowed with are: the ID (this is agent 2863), the

pair of coordinates (di�erently from the hospitals case they are not �xed,

so they will change running the program another time), the shape (person

doctor type) and �nally the a�liation.

is able to change the radius around the hospitals (within which both type

of Specialists are located) simply by modifying the slider which has been

reported in Figure2.10.

Figure 2.10: Sliders regulating the dimension of the radius surrounding the

hospital and containing its a�liated specialists.
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2.3.3 Professionals

Another set of agents we have introduced in our work consists in those we

have labelled as �Professionals�. From a theoretical standpoint, we have

intended them as private external laboratories which are able to o�er the

same services Specialists provide. However, the main di�erence among these

two agent-sets is that, while Specialists can provide one service only since we

have intended them as hospital head physicians, Professionals o�er at least

one service and at most ten. In particular their main features are:

i) cost: since private institutions, we have assumed cost to be always greater

than zero, ranging randomly up to a maximum of one-hundred.

ii) reputation: in the same way of Specialists, such value ranges randomly

from zero to one-hundred.

iii) queue: it is assumed to be zero, since we suppose private employees to

be far more inclined to o�er better services, in terms for example of

waiting time.

So the main assumption we have undertaken is that there is a trade-o�

between two variables: cost and queue. Patients are supposed to pay in order

to accede to private health-care cures. However, by paying they will not have

to wait. The opposite occurs in case of a public institutions as a Specialist is.

The service is o�ered for free but the patient is likely to wait for its illnesses

to get cured.

We now report the related code:

to make-externals

set-default-shape professionals "person business"

create-professionals externalLab1

[set color magenta set size 3 move-to extRadius Torino

set specialty n-of ((random 9) + 1) (one-of treatments)

set cost random 100 set rep random 100]

create-professionals externalLab2
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[set color magenta set size 3 move-to extRadius Torino1

set specialty n-of ((random 9) + 1) (one-of treatments)

set cost random 100 set rep random 100]

create-professionals externalLab3

[set color magenta set size 3 move-to extRadius Torino2

set specialty n-of ((random 9) + 1) (one-of treatments)

set cost random 100 set rep random 100]

create-professionals externalLab4

[set color magenta set size 3 move-to extRadius Torino3

set specialty n-of ((random 9) + 1) (one-of treatments)

set cost random 100 set rep random 100]

ask professionals [

if (not member? 101 specialty and

random-float 1 < bloodTakingProf)

[set specialty lput 101 specialty]

if (not member? 102 specialty and

random-float 1 < bloodAnalysingProf)

[set specialty lput 102 specialty]

]

end

This code procedure is divided into two blocks:

1) the �rst block: containing the �rst eighteen lines, create Professionals

and then endow them with several characteristics.

a) colour: magenta

b) dimension: size 3

c) position: Professionals are located around the hospitals (the reason

supporting this localisation is that in the real world such institu-

tions are likely to open close to the hospitals, in order to �steal�

them those clients far more interested in a service for which they
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do not have to wait) of the four belts within a radius, whose dimen-

sion varies from one to one-hundred (this is a theoretical di�erence

we have introduced with respect to the case of Specialists. Indeed

we assumed that the radius Professionals stand in is greater than

that of Specialists, which ranges only from one to thirty), and it

is adjustable by means of a slider, which have been reported in

Figure2.11. The related code procedure is:

to-report extRadius[district]

let location [one-of

(patches in-radius professionalsRadius)]

of one-of hospitals-on district

report location

end

d) specialty: it consists in the illnesses such agents are able to nurse,

and it varies from a minimum of one to a maximum of ten (since

they have been intended as institutions (private) and not hospital

head physicians only.)

e) cost: assumed greater than zero, it ranges randomly from one to

one-hundred.

f) reputation: it ranges, still randomly, from one to one-hundred.

2) the second block: it is constituted by the last six code lines. This pro-

cedure attaches with probability ranging from zero to one the ability

of taking a blood sample and that one of analysing it to the agent-set

at issue. Similarly to the case of Specialists, the user is able to mod-

ify these two values directly in the program interface, since we have

inserted two sliders managing such values (see Figure2.12)

The agents number is not �xed as in the case of Hospitals, but it can be

modi�ed by the user by means of other four sliders devoted to such issue.
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Figure 2.11: Slider regulating the dimension of the radius containing the

agent-set Professional standing around the hospitals.

Figure 2.12: Slider regulating the probability attached to each Professional of,

respectively, taking samples of and analysing blood. Since it is a probability,

it ranges from zero to one.

They are four since each of them manages the number of Professional of a

di�erent belt (again, the number of emerging structures will be one included

between one and the number chosen, since the creation process is driven by

a probability procedure). We can see them represented in Figure2.13.

Figure 2.13: Slider regulating the number of Professionals that will be created

around the hospitals (randomly) in the belt at issue.

We now conclude this paragraph by presenting Figure2.14, in which all

the features of Professionals are reported.
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Figure 2.14: Generic Professional inspection. The main features such agents

are endowed with are: i) the ID (in this case agent 2980), ii) the pair of

coordinates (again not �xed), iii) the specialty (i.e the set of health-care

services o�ered, in this case services 111 and 101), iv) cost, v) queue and

�nally vi) reputation.
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2.3.4 Familydocs

This set of agents has a really important function in our work. As we have

already mentioned, our goal is to analyse, given some preliminary conditions

within a simulating environment, the health-care life of a set of patients faith-

fully (the most we can) representing what happens in the real world. Fami-

lydocs (intended as the real family doctors) represent the �rst step patients

have to walk through in order to simulate this phenomenon. We have built

up our program as follows: patients, ill individuals, go to Familydocs who

are the only set of agents able to attribute to patients their future movements

towards Specialists or Professionals. Indeed, once observed the illnesses pa-

tients are a�ected by they made a calculus whose output will determine the

movement to Specialists or Professionals in order to get cured (we will see in

few pages how Familydocs play their role).

The number of such type of agents varies across the belts (from a min-

imum of one to a maximum of one-hundred). The way they are created

is similar to that for Professionals (the only di�erence is that they are ran-

domly located in each belt); indeed, we have introduced four di�erent sliders,

each of them regulating the maximum number of Familydocs each belt can

contain. We say �maximum number� because, once we have set the sliders,

the e�ective agents there will be plotted on the screen is a random number

ranging from zero to the value set by the user. The related code procedure

we are referring to is shown below:

to make-doctors

set-default-shape familydocs "person doctor"

create-familydocs familydoc1

[set color pink set size 3 move-to one-of Torino]

create-familydocs familydoc2

[set color pink set size 3 move-to one-of Torino1]

create-familydocs familydoc3

[set color pink set size 3 move-to one-of Torino2]
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create-familydocs familydoc4

[set color pink set size 3 move-to one-of Torino3]

As an example of the fact that the e�ective number of agents will be ran-

domly determined in the range [0, user chosen value] we refer to Figure2.15.

In this case the numbers of Familydocs user-chosen are: 1 (for the city of

Turin), 5 (�rst belt), 1 (second belt) and �nally 10 (residual set of municipal-

ities). The e�ective numbers of agents plotted on the screen are respectively:

1, 2, 0 and 9.

The set of sliders ruling such creation process are represented in Fig-

ure2.16, while Figure2.17 depicts a generic Familydoc agent together with

its own features.

2.3.5 Patients

This is the last set of Agents composing our work. The main assumptions

concerning them are now explained in detail:

1) number: the �rst step we have done has been searching for the real

number of population actually living in the district of Turin (approxi-

matively 2,254,720 people). The data refer to the last update (January,

1, 2013) the national statistical institute (ISTAT) has carried out. The

data are divided in �ve years based age classes, ranging from zero to

one-hundred. We have made a further step, �nding out real numbers

and real proportions on a year by year basis and then we have main-

tained such proportions in order to faithfully represent the real popula-

tion. The only assumption we have undertaken is an approximatively

one thousandth scale (the program begin with 2,500 patients, but the

number can be easily modi�ed on the screen by simply inserting the

desired number in the input represented in Figure2.19). Figure2.18,

which is the Turin district Population pyramid updated at the begin-

ning of 2013, captures the �ve years basis proportions we were talking
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Figure 2.15: Simulated world �lled by some Familydocs. This �gure is aimed

at explaining that there can be di�erence from the number of agents set by

the user and that plotted on the screen because of the random process driving

the creation procedure.

about. What we have to highlight is that the program reads such year

by year proportions from an external �le, written down in the Excel

format, and then manages with probability such number, as in the case

of Professionals creation.

2) location: patients are spread all over the simulated world with the fol-

lowing proportions, 40% in the city of Turin, 30% in the �rst belt, 20%

in the second one and the last 10% in the rest of the municipalities.

These proportions are quite similar to the real ones. However they can
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Figure 2.16: Slider regulating the number of Familydocs that, at most, will

be created within the area at issue.

Figure 2.17: Generic Familydoc inspection.
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Figure 2.18: Population pyramid of the Turin district. On the left side of

the pyramid we can see the proportions of the male part of the population,

divided on a �ve-years basis. The right one is instead devoted to the feminine

part. What we are interested in for our work are the proportions of males,

females and their age, while we do not take into consideration their marital

status.

Figure 2.19: Input managing the number of patients the user wants within

the program.
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be modi�ed by an external user simply changing the values in the code

procedure shown below:

to make-patients

set-default-shape patients "person"

let t1 round (0.4 * agents)

let t2 round (0.3 * agents)

let t3 round (0.2 * agents)

let t4 round (0.1 * agents)

create-patients t1

[ set size 2 set color black move-to

one-of patches with [pcolor = white] ]

create-patients t2

[ set size 2 set color black move-to

one-of patches with [pcolor = green]]

create-patients t3

[ set size 2 set color black move-to

one-of patches with [pcolor = yellow]]

create-patients t4

[ set size 2 set color black move-to

one-of patches with [pcolor = red]]

end

A further assumption we made concerns the more external of the four

areas. As we can see in Figure2.20, representing a geographical rep-

resentation of the district, the area at issue is characterized by the

presence of mountains and mountain chains, and consequently there

are some places where individuals can not live in.

Instead, we assumed an homogeneous land, with no mountains, where

all sort of agents can stand in and move through without any problem.
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Figure 2.20: Geographical representation of the Turin district within the

Italian region �Piemonte�.

Obviously it is a simpli�cation, however it will not cause great negative

consequences to our goal of a faithful representation of the real world.

3) age categories: we have divided patients into �ve di�erent age classes.

i) 0-4

ii) 5-14

iii) 15-44

iv) 45-65

v) >65

Such distinction will allow us to attribute to each of these classes health-

care features more faithfully to the real situation. In particular, it
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allows us to attach to each of them di�erent probabilities of getting

ill in every life-time periods, and in each of these age classes di�erent

probabilities of falling ill because of one of the three types we have

previously explained when talking about the services hospitals are able

to o�er. What we are now discussing is strictly related to a set of sliders

we have inserted on the screen of the program (see Figure2.21). There

we have reported all the sliders managing the probabilities for all the

�ve age classes. The way we have to �read� them is the following: the

�rst number of each label of each slider tell us which age class they

are referred to. We now analyse in detail the elements of the �rst set

of sliders managing the �rst age class (the interpretation for the other

four set of sliders is absolutely the same):

�prob1�: refer to the probability that a patient belonging to the �rst

age class, i.e a baby (0-4 years), both female and male, falls ill.

So, when the slider �prob1� is set on 0.15 it means that individuals

of the �rst age class are ill in the �fteen percentage of the cases.

�len1�: consists in the number of illnesses (di�erently speaking, health-

care services that either Specialists or Professionals will nurse)

that a �rst age class individual is a�ected by. Even if �len1� is set

on a zero value, but �prob1� is di�erent from zero, then patient will

be a�ected by one illness since �prob1� di�erent from zero means

that the patient is sick, and so at least one disease is required.

�p11�, �p12�, �p13�: labels concerning the probabilities that each pa-

tient of the �rst age class will be hit by illnesses of, respectively,

type one (those that need a laboratory-based test), type two (those

that need a specialist-based cure) or type three (those nursed in

the hospitals emergency rooms).

The code procedure used for the creation of such probabilities is

the following:

to normalize-prop
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let p11n (p11 / (p11 + p12 + p13))

let p12n (p12 / (p11 + p12 + p13)) + p11n

let p1 (list p11n p12n 1)

let p21n (p21 / (p21 + p21 + p23))

let p22n (p22 / (p21 + p21 + p23)) + p21n

let p2 (list p21n p22n 1)

let p31n (p31 / (p31 + p32 + p33))

let p32n (p32 / (p31 + p32 + p33)) + p31n

let p3 (list p31n p32n 1)

let p41n (p41 / (p41 + p42 + p43))

let p42n (p42 / (p41 + p42 + p43)) + p41n

let p4 (list p41n p42n 1)

let p51n (p51 / (p51 + p52 + p53))

let p52n (p52 / (p51 + p52 + p53)) + p51n

let p5 (list p51n p52n 1)

set probIllness (list p1 p2 p3 p4 p5)

set len (list len1 len2 len3 len4 len5)

set probAge (list prob1 prob2 prob3 prob4 prob5)

end
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4) healthcare conditions: The set of sliders just explained are clear ex-

amples of truthfulness, since we can introduce di�erences among age

classes depending on real information. For example, it seems to be rea-

sonable to attribute more illnesses to the last class age individuals than

that attributed to those belonging to the �rst one (and so the slider

labelled as �len5� will show a greater value than what �len1� does).

Moreover, they allow to identify patients in an univocal way. Indeed,

once the sliders have been set and the user gets the program o� the

ground, patients are endowed with a set of codes identifying their all

life long health-care services (in other words, all the illnesses that have

to be nursed during their life). The structure is the following: we made

use of the metaphor of the recipes which, from a technical standpoint,

are sequences of numerical or alphanumerical codes. They are reported

in vectors, and drive the movement of the patients they are attached to

towards other agents. In this way events are determined and the edges

of the emerging networks are generated. Such recipes are coded as

strings of numbers, each of them related to a speci�c act. An example

is now well-timed:

[44 3 101 203 301 302]

The way we have to read the string of numbers is the following:

i) the �rst number: is the year the recipe takes place in.

ii) the second number: is a further level of detail, representing the

speci�c month within the year at issue.

iii) the rest of numbers: is the set of illnesses a�ecting patients in

that speci�c calendar month within that year.

The related code procedure is now presented:

to giveIllness

ask patients [

set recipes []
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(a) �rst age class probabilities (b) second age class probabilities

(c) third age class probabilities (d) fourth age class probabilities

(e) �fth age class probabilities

Figure 2.21: Set of sliders referred to all the �ve age classes of patients,

respectively: a) for class one, b) for the second and so on up to the �fth

class.. We brie�y explain the label of each slider managing the �rst age

class, since the interpretation for the other four classes is exactly the same.

�prob1� rules the probability of getting ill. If this is the case, �len1� reveals

the number of diseases a�ecting patients in each year they are ill, while �p11�,

�p12�, �p13� the probabilities that each patient of such age class will be hit

by illnesses of, respectively, type one, two or three.
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let i age

while [i < 100] [

let class age-category i

if (random-float 1 < item class probAge)[

let year []

set year lput i year

set year lput ((random 12) + 1) year

let j 0

let howManyTreatments (item class len)

let catTreat extract-probability (item class probIllness)

while [j <= howManyTreatments] [

set year lput (one-of item catTreat treatments) year

set j (j + 1)

]

set recipes lput year recipes

]

set i (i + 1)

]

]

end

As a graphical summary of what we have said up to now we present

Figure2.22 in which a generic patient is reported. The main features distin-

guishing such agent-set from the others are: i) �gender�, which can be either

male or female, ii) �age�, which varies between 0 and 100, and iii) �recipes�,

which reports the all life long health-care situation of each patient.
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Figure 2.22: Generic Patient inspection. Emerging peculiar features,

patients-related only: i) gender, ii) age, and iii) recipes.

A further step can be made. If in the lower part of the interface (the white

part in which the user can insert commands to the program as an external

observer) we write down this string of codes �ask patient 1087 [show recipes]�

the program will give us the all life long health-care story of patient 1087, in

other words all its future diseases. The output will be of the form:

observer> ask patient 1087 [show recipes]

(patient 1087):

[[68 9 114 201 311 111 316 320 102 220 207 306 110]

[73 4 111 201 214 212 302 314 307 311 111 201 315]
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[77 2 302 108 220 214 218 212 303 301 316 318 115]

[79 11 209 314 117 318 314 120 211 101 310 216 320]

[95 3 307 107 207 310 303 312 104 104 217 115 110]

[99 11 312 206 111 203 118 301 306 308 208 313 209]]

So, it represents the health-care story of a woman who will be sick when

sixty-height years old �rst, then when she will be seventy-three, seventy-

seven, seventy-nine, ninety-�ve and �nally when ninety-nine.

2.4 The Rules

In the two previous sections we have analysed all the Agents and the En-

vironment within which they act and interact. This section is devoted to

those commands, the Rules, driving such actions and interactions. We will

follow the same procedure adopted up to now: �rst of all we will explain the

arguments from a theoretical point of view, sometimes providing graphical

explanations when they are needed. Then we will plot the related parts of

code so that an hypothetical external user, if not satis�ed by what we have

done, is able to improve quickly the part at issue. In particular we will refer

to all those commands which start functioning when the user press the but-

ton �go� on the interface, represented in Figure2.23 (if, instead, he presses

the �setup� button he will cause the creation of the Environment and that of

the Agents, previously explained).

Figure 2.23: These buttons should be pressed by the program-user in order to

provoke certain outputs. In particular, when the �setup� button is pressed the

Environment, together with the Agents it contains, emerge. When, instead,

the �go� button is pushed, the actions between them start happening.
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We now consider the more important procedures driving such interac-

tions:

2.4.1 To getCured

This time we will �rst of all present the code associated to the procedure,

and then we will proceed to the explanation. The coding lines are shown

below:

to getCured

ask patients with [not hidden?

and length (filter [first ? = age] recipes) = 1

and (item 1 first (filter [first ? = age] recipes)

= currentMonth)] [let treats but-first but-first

(first (filter [first ? = age] recipes))

let choice floor (first treats / 100)

ifelse (choice = 3) [

let doc choose-er

if (see-er doc treats = 0)[hide-turtle set dead 1]

][

let doc choose-family

if (see-family doc treats = 0) [hide-turtle set dead 1]

]

]

end

The procedure works as follows: it checks the �rst service composing the

set of diseases hitting the generic patient in the year at issue. This checking

mechanism operates in this way: the code identifying the �rst illness the

patient is a�ected by is divided by one-hundred and then it is rounded o�

to the closer integer. Two di�erent situations may occur: i) if the resulting
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number is three, then the sick individual will be nursed in an emergency

room. ii) If instead the output of the calculus is one or two, then the patient

will move to a Familydoc (a rare case, but possible, is that in which there

are no hospitals providing cure for a particular illness. If this is the case,

those who are a�ected by such �incurable disease� will die in the year they

get sick). We now present in detail both the situation just mentioned.

i) The patient will be �rstly nursed at the emergency room: in par-

ticular, we have assumed that each patient will receive cures in the

closer er, as we can notice from the code managing such situation:

to-report choose-er

report min-one-of ers [distance myself]

end

So, once the program has pinpointed the target er, then it traces a green

link (we refer to the following section to a well-detailed analysis of the

links, which have to be considered as �Agents�) whose metaphorical

head and tail are respectively the patient and the er the sick individual

goes to. The set of links connecting patients with ers (we will see later

on that this rule has been applied to all sorts of links) are generated

one time only. The part of code we are referring to consists in the last

lines of the procedure shown below, in particular those beginning with

�set process remove-duplicates�.

to-report see-er[doc treats]

rush doc

let flag 1

ask doc [

let lab1 one-of (specialists with

[affiliation = [affiliation] of myself and member?
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101 specialty]) if (lab1 = nobody) [set lab1 min-one-of

(specialists with [member? 101 specialty])

[distance myself] ] let lab2 one-of (specialists with

[affiliation = [affiliation] of myself and member?

102 specialty]) if (lab2 = nobody) [set lab2 min-one-of

(specialists with

[member? 102 specialty])[distance myself]]

if (lab1 != nobody) [

take-tests lab1

if (lab1 != lab2) [ask lab1 [take-tests lab2]]

]

let process []

foreach treats [

let targetDoc one-of specialists with

[affiliation = [affiliation]

of myself and member? ? specialty]

if targetDoc = nobody [set targetDoc min-one-of

(specialists with [specialty = ?])[distance myself] ]

set process lput targetDoc process

]

set process remove-duplicates process

ifelse not(member? nobody process) [

take-visits-to first process

while [length process > 1] [

ask last process [take-visits-from

last (but-last process)]

set process but-last process

]

][set flag 0]

]
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report flag

end

Another important feature concerning such procedure is that it consid-

ers separately the blood tests (sampling and analysis, codes 101 and

102) and the other services (generally called �treats�). However, even

if these two process are managed separately, the logic behind them is

the same. If the health-care treatment required by the ill patient is

not provided by the er, either it is a blood taking sample, or a blood

analysis or a generic health-care service, then the patient will be moved

to the closer Specialist providing such cure. So we can brie�y sum up

such rule.

1) The program picks up the �rst illness (which takes the form of a

three �gures code) hitting the agent at a speci�c month in a speci�c

year.

2) It divides such number by one-hundred and then it rounds the output

o� to the closer integer.

3) If the resulting number is three, then the sick individual moves to

the closer er.

4) If the er provides all the other illnesses hitting the agent, then it

will stay. If instead it is a�ected by something the er is not able

to nurse, then it will be carried out to the closer Specialist o�ering

such particular cure.

ii) The patient will move to Familydoc: if this is the case, then the

running procedure is the following.

to-report choose-family

let area pcolor

report min-one-of (familydocs with [pcolor = area] )
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[distance myself]

end

From this procedure it emerges that the criterion leading the patient

choice of the Familydoc is a �Proximity� one. We now present the

two main assumptions we have undertaken to built up such ruling-

mechanism and then we present the associated code procedure.

1) Each patient is considered an agent characterized by few informa-

tion. However, all the patients are endowed with three di�erent

types (important remark: the weights of such variables will be the

same for all patients) of �personal� preferences:

i) Quality

ii) Distance

iii) Waiting list

These three typologies of preferences constitute the �core business�

of our work. Indeed, according to the weights the external user

attributes to each of them, he can test di�erent situations (we

will test such emergent scenarios in the section devoted to the

experiments our program allow the user to develop). The user

can set the desired values by simply modifying the three sliders we

have inserted on the top left of the interface (whose weights range

from zero to one). They have been reported in Figure2.24. We

will have a better understanding of such weights when considering

the role played by the Familydoc.

2) We have intended the Familydoc as a rational omniscient agent. In

particular he is the agent in charge of deciding which health-care

institutions (whether public Specialists or private Professionals)

the patients have to be sent to. The reason why we consider each

Familydoc as �rational� is that they all develop the following rea-

soning, including the execution of a numerical calculus :
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Figure 2.24: Sliders regulating the weights of patients' personal preferences

towards the quality, distance, and waiting list characterizing all the agents

providing alleged health-care cures against their illnesses.

i) They �rst of all observe patients' preferences. They all know

the exact values inserted by the user by means of the three

sliders previously mentioned; indeed, they have been built up

as omniscient agents.

ii) Then, they execute the following calculus:

[dist * (distance myself) + waitlist * queue

+ cost - quality * rep]

iii) Finally, for each year they will create all the links (which

show the path patients have to follow to get cured) to each

health-care structure minimizing the calculus at issue. An

example of the graphical output of link creation is presented

in Figure2.25.

3) In order to endow our work with a far greater level of reality, we

have allowed for the possibility that patients will not follow what

Familydocs decide. Indeed, in the real life, those individuals which

have been visited by family doctors are then told what to do, but

they are not forced to do it. They can decide whatever they want:

whether going private or public, whether being nursed or not. So,

we have introduced the possibility to manage this situation too. To

do, we have inserted another slider on the interface, which has
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been represented in Figure2.26. The related code procedure is the

following:

foreach treats [

let targetDoc nobody

ifelse (random-float 1 < stubborness)

[set targetDoc one-of structures with

[member? ? specialty] ]

[set targetDoc min-one-of (structures with

[member? ? specialty])

[dist * (distance myself)

+ waitlist * queue + cost - quality * rep] ]

It works as follows: the user sets the slider called �stubborness� on

the desired value. Then, the program extract a �oating random

number within the interval [0,1]. If this value is lower then that

set by the user, then patients will move randomly ([set target-

Doc one-of structures with [member? ? specialty] ]). If, instead,

the user-chosen value is greater than that randomly extracted,

then patients will follow what Familydocs have decided at their

place ( [set targetDoc min-one-of (structures with [member? ?

specialty]), according to the minimization problem previously ex-

plained. The limit cases are the following values of the slider: 0,

meaning that the Familydoc's decision is the only alleged possi-

bility, while a value of 1 means that the Familydoc is no longer

playing his decision role, and patients are moving completely ran-

dom.

The whole code procedure related to the case in which the �rst illness

hitting the patient brings him to a Familydoc is now presented:

to-report see-family[doc treats]
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go-check doc

let flag 1

ask doc[

let structures turtles with

[breed = professionals or breed = specialists]

let lab1 min-one-of

(structures with [member? 101 specialty])

[dist * (distance myself) + waitlist * queue

+ cost - quality * rep]

let lab2 min-one-of (structures with [member? 102 specialty])

[dist * (distance myself) + waitlist * queue

+ cost - quality * rep]

if (lab1 != nobody) [

take-tests lab1

if (lab1 != lab2) [ask lab1 [take-tests lab2]]

]

let process []

foreach treats [

let targetDoc nobody

ifelse (random-float 1 < stubborness)

[set targetDoc one-of structures with [member? ? specialty] ]

[set targetDoc min-one-of (structures with [member? ? specialty])

[dist * (distance myself) + waitlist * queue

+ cost - quality * rep] ]

set process lput targetDoc process

]

set process remove-duplicates process

ifelse not (member? nobody process) [
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take-visits-to first process

while [length process > 1] [

ask last process [take-visits-from last (but-last process)]

set process but-last process

]

][set flag 0]

]

report flag

end

2.4.2 Time framework

In this short paragraph we will analyse the program we have developed from

a temporal standpoint. In particular, we �rstly will consider the procedure

which links the evolution of the program with the passing of time, and we

have called it �To timeGoesBy�. Then we will face the mechanism trough

which patients get older and then �naturally� die, and we have labelled it as

�To getOlder�. We now begin with the �rst we have just mentioned.

To timeGoesBy

In this part of the code, we have linked the passage of time with the program

peculiarity of being capable of evolution. In other words, we have associated

to each movement of the program, which is called �tick�, the passage of one

month. So every twelve ticks passed away correspond to one year. So, as

an example, given a patient which has been created at the age of �ve, after

twelve ticks are gone away we expect that the patient will be six years old

(if he is not dead because of a �rare disease�, those for which no hospitals

provide a cure). The related code is now presented.

to timeGoesBy

set currentMonth currentMonth + 1

if (currentMonth = 13) [getOlder set currentMonth 1
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set currentYear currentYear + 1]

end

We now introduce an example to better understand such process. We

begin with the inspection of a generic patient, focusing on his age, since it

is the only time element patient are characterized by. Figure2.27 represents

the starting condition. We have highlighted with red circles the elements we

want to focus our attention on. The patient, his age, the ticks-counter. Since

we have previously said that each tick corresponds to the passage of one

month, we expect that after at most twelve ticks are passed away the patient

will be one year older (if he is not death). Figure2.28 shows what happened

after twelve ticks are gone. The patient is e�ectively one year older.

To getOlder

This code procedure represents the mechanism trough which patients get

older and die. The Turin district is characterized by the following values

of life expectancy at birth: 79.6 and 84.7 for, respectively, men and women

(Istat 2010). Despite such real values, we have made a strong assumption:

since we have the real proportions of all the population, from zero up to more

then one-hundred years, we have decided to represent a set of agents passing

away for natural causes (another already mentioned death cause is the case

in which there is no health-care institution providing cures for the illness the

patient at issue is a�ected by) at the age of one-hundred. Indeed, our goal is

to built up a reasoning instrument which can be used to test the emergence

of particular types of networks among particular types of agents. So, the age

at which patients can at most die does not have negative e�ects on the result

we are pursuing. We now report the code procedure we are referring to:

to getOlder

ask patients with [age = 100][hide-turtle set dead 1]

ask patients with [not hidden?] [set age age + 1]

end
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2.5 Links

Links consist in a particular type of Agents. However, we have decided to

postpone their explanation up to now since they start coming into view as

the program goes by. In other words, they start emerging after the user

has pressed the �go� button, when indeed the rules managing the agents'

interactions are taking place. Even if we have built up four di�erent types of

links, they all share some characteristic features:

i) They identify a connection between Agents of the same type (with the

exception of Patient type) or between di�erent types Agents too.

ii) Every link is characterized by the feature �visits�. It counts the number

of transits along the same link. We have managed them so that the

link is built up only the �rst time a transit takes place, and then every

other passage increases that counter of one unit.

iii) Every link is univocal pinpointed by a head and a tail (respectively

labelled as �end1� and �end2�). Links can depart from:

i) Patients

ii) Familydocs

iii) Specialists

iv) Professionals

v) Ers

Di�erently, links can only reach:

i) Familydocs

ii) Specialists

iii) Professionals

iv) Ers
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Indeed, since we are considering the movements towards agents which

can provide cures to particular illnesses, it would be absurd a movement

patient-to-patient. Moreover, depending on the type of cures they stand

for, they will be characterized by di�erent colours. We now consider

all the types of links we have introduced in our work.

2.5.1 Link typologies

Green links

Green links are those heading to an �Er�. We have labelled them as �emer-

gency�. Figure2.29 shows the main elements of the generic agent belonging

to this category, respectively: i) the starting point, in this case �Patient

1426�. ii) The destination, �emergency room 2850�. Finally, iii) the number

of transits between such extremes, in this case one only.

The related code procedure is now reported.

to rush[doc]

ifelse (out-emergency-neighbor? doc)

[ask out-emergency-to doc [set visits visits + 1]]

[create-emergency-to doc [set visits 1 set color lime]]

Pink links

The logic behind this agent construction is the the same than that for the

green set of links named �emergencies�. The only di�erence is the agent-set

they are directed to, i.e Familydocs. As an example, see Figure2.30. The

code procedure creating such agents and attributing them a greater value of

�visits� each time a passage takes place is:

to go-check[doc]

ifelse (out-checkup-neighbor? doc)
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[ask out-checkup-to doc [set visits visits + 1]]

[create-checkup-to doc [set visits 1 set color pink]]

Since the logic is absolutely the same for the two remaining links cate-

gories, we just present their name, the code procedure and the associated

graphical representation, highlighting on it the particular agent-set they are

pointing to.

Blue links

Blue links, which have been called �Specialistics�, can be either directed to-

wards the agent-set �Specialists� or to �Professionals�. Indeed, such link type

stands for all specialistic cure, which can be provided by both those two

Agent-sets. Figure2.31 represents a generic specialistic-type link, standing

for a patient movement from a Familydoc to a Specialist, while Figure2.32

represents the case of a blue link directed to a Professional.

to take-visits-to[doc]

ifelse (out-specialistic-neighbor? doc)

[ask out-specialistic-to doc [set visits visits + 1]]

[create-specialistic-to doc [set visits 1 set color blue]]

and

to take-visits-from[doc]

if not (doc = myself)[

ifelse (in-specialistic-neighbor? doc)

[ask in-specialistic-from doc [set visits visits + 1]]

[create-specialistic-from doc [set visits 1 set color blue]]

]

end
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Magenta Links

This last link-category consists in those standing for all laboratory tests. In-

deed, they can be both o�ered by Professionals and Specialists. Figure2.33

depicts a generic �test� pointing to a Professional, while Figure?? one point-

ing to a Specialist. �Test� is the name we have them attributed. In what

follows we have reported the associated code procedure.

to take-tests[lab]

ifelse (out-test-neighbor? lab)

[ask out-test-to lab [set visits visits + 1]]

[create-test-to lab [set visits 1 set color magenta]]

end

2.5.2 Links management

As for the other Agents, whoever is using our work can test particular emer-

gent phenomena given a set of modi�able conditions. We now refer to those

trough which a generic user can have a graphical in�uence on the emergent

links. Since our goal is to test particular phenomena, with particular atten-

tion to the type of emerging networks (IF they emerge), we have introduced

an input labelled as �Threshold�. It works as follows: the user inserts the

desired value, and then all the links endowed with a number of visits lower

than that inserted in the input will disappear. Three di�erent possibilities

(composing the chooser called �underThreshold�) of links disappearance can

be used:

1) Manual delete: links are eliminated after the button �prune� (which is

shown in Figure2.35) is pushed.

2) Automatic delete: the necessary condition that has to be satis�ed so

that this elimination takes place is that the input labelled as �residu-

alCycles� (which has been represented in Figure2.37) must be �lled by
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a number greater than zero. It says how many cycles the program is

going to run in addition to the current one. If this is the case, the elim-

ination of the links with a number of visits lower than that inserted by

the user will take place before a new cycle is run (a new cycle begins

when all those patients acting in the previous cycle are dead). The

code procedure ruling such possibility is now presented:

to checkPopulation

if (all? patients [hidden?]) and (residualCycles > 0)

[

if (underThreshold = "automaticDelete")[ask links with

[visits < (threshold * cycle)][die]]

ask patients [show-turtle set dead 0]

giveAge

giveIllness

set cycle cycle + 1

set residualCycles (residualCycles - 1)

]

end

3) Manual hide: in this case the links disappear but not de�nitively. In-

deed, they are hidden and so the user is able to make them appear

again by means of the following command, which have to be inserted

in the Command Center at the bottom of the NetLogo interface. The

string of code we are referring to is �ask patients[set hidden? false].

The code procedure associated to manual hide and manual delete is

now shown:

to modLinks

ask links [show-link]
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if (underThreshold = "manualHide")

[ask links with [visits < threshold][hide-link]]

if (underThreshold = "manualDelete")

[ask links with [visits < threshold][die]]

end

All these possibilities are shown in Figure2.36.

2.5.3 Networks

As we have already said, one of the main goals we want to reach by means of

our program is to provide help in understanding the emergence of networks

between Agents, if they emerge. In particular, it is useful to study such

connections among Specialist and among Professionals. The way trough

which we could show them is the following:

1) Press the button �setup�

2) Press the button �go�

3) Once the program is �nished, i.e once all the patients are dead and there

are no further possible movements towards institutions providing health-

care cures, we can start analysing networks. To see them emerging we

have to press either the button �Specialist Network� or that labelled as

�Lab test Network� (which have been shown in Figure2.38. They both

can be found on the program interface).

As we can see there are two di�erent types of networks we can call for:

i) one whose connections among Agents are links standing for cures of the

second type, specialist services (and so, blue links), and

ii) one which is composed by links standing for �rst type cures only, i.e

laboratory based tests (magenta).

Further assumptions:
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i) we have opted for a circular layout, meaning that once the network but-

tons are pressed the Agents at issue will be arranged in such a way.

ii) The Agent-sets which can compose the edges of both the networks are the

following: Familydocs Specialists Ers and Professionals.

iii) They will be ordered anticlockwise, according to a greater value of the

feature labelled as �betweenness�, owned by all of these Agent-sets.

The string of codes managing such networks creation are:

1) Specialistic-coding-network:

to spNetwork

ask links [hide-link]

let structures (turtle-set familydocs

specialists ers professionals)

let connections (link-set specialistics)

ask connections [show-link]

nw:set-context structures connections

ask structures [set betw nw:betweenness-centrality

set eigvec nw:eigenvector-centrality

set weighted nw:closeness-centrality]

layout-circle sort-on [betw] structures with [betw != 0] 65

end

2) Test-coding-network:

to testsNetwork

ask links [hide-link]

let structures (turtle-set

specialists ers professionals familydocs)

let connections (link-set tests)

ask connections [show-link]
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nw:set-context structures connections

ask structures [set betw nw:betweenness-centrality

set eigvec nw:eigenvector-centrality

set weighted nw:closeness-centrality]

layout-circle sort-on [betw] structures with [betw != 0] 65

end

So, as we can see, an important argument we are dealing with in such

section is that of �Betweenness�. In particular, using the words of Wikipedia

(2014):

Betweenness centrality is an indicator of a node's centrality

in a network. It is equal to the number of shortest paths from all

vertices to all others that pass through that node. A node with

high betweenness centrality has large in�uence to the transfer of

items through the network, under the assumption that transfer fol-

lows shortest paths. The concept �nds wide application, including

computer and social networks, biology, transport and scienti�c

cooperation.

So, wide reasoning can then be made upon those Agents showing di�er-

ent levels of betweenness (i.e from a policy making perspective, it can be

reasonable to shut down an hospital characterized by a really low value of

betweenness instead of one characterized by a greater level or, instead, if such

institution ful�ls an important social role, a low value could imply a great

investment of resources to improve the role played.)

We now show the graphical consequences which can be obtained by either

pressing the �Specialist Network� button or the�Lab test Network� one. Fig-

ure2.39 shows the situation in which a generic simulation has �nished all the

commands it has been asked for: all patients are dead, and all their move-

ments are reported on the screen. If, at this point, we press the �Specialist

Network� button, we will observe a situation like that shown in Figure2.40.

Agents processing blue links (i.e Professional and Specialists) are arranged
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in a circular way. As we have previously said, they are ordered anticlockwise,

according to a greater value of �betweenness�. We have highlighted with a

red circle those agents showing the highest and the lowest value, respectively

the left and the right Professionals. The level of such variable they are char-

acterized by are then shown in Figure2.41. Finally, Figure2.42 depicts the

case in which, moving from the same starting condition, the user has pressed

the �Lab test Network� Button.
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Figure 2.25: Simulated world representing the consequences of Familydocs

actions: creation of di�erent sets of links each of them driving patients to

di�erent health-care institutions according to the minimization problem ex-

plained in the text. Familydocs dimensions have been increased to allow a

better identi�cation on the screen.
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Figure 2.26: Sliders regulating the patients' stubbornness.
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Figure 2.27: The beginning of the example: ticks 0, age 5.
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Figure 2.28: ..after twelve ticks are passed away, the patient is one year older.
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Figure 2.29: Generic �emergency� inspection.
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Figure 2.30: Generic �checkup� inspection.
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Figure 2.31: Generic �specialistic� inspection.
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Figure 2.32: Generic �specialistic� inspection.
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Figure 2.33: Generic �test� inspection.
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Figure 2.34: Generic �test� inspection.

Figure 2.35: Anticlockwise, starting from the top, we can see the chooser

�underThreshold�, the input �Threshold� and the button �Prune�.
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Figure 2.36: Di�erent possibilities the user can choose between while man-

aging such chooser.

Figure 2.37: The input residualCycles shows the number of cycles the pro-

gram is going to run, in addition to that in progress.

Figure 2.38: �Specialist Network� and �Lab test Network� Buttons, managing

the networks creation.
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Figure 2.39: A generic simulation representation, after it has �nished all the

commands it has been asked for: patients are dead and all their movements

are reported on the screen.
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Figure 2.40: An alleged possible output we can obtain moving from Fig-

ure2.39 by pushing the button �Specialistic Network�.
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(a) lower-level betweenness Agent (b) higher-level betweenness Agent

Figure 2.41: Inspection of the level of betweenness Agents are characterized

by.
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Figure 2.42: An alleged possible output we can obtain moving from Fig-

ure2.39 by pushing the button �Lab Test Network�.
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2.6 Experiments

This section is devoted to a set of experiments we can test by means of our

�reasoning tool�. The way we will proceed is the following: we �rst of all will

explain the type of situation we want to analyse. We then consider a set of

assumptions we need to undertake, graphically observable in speci�c values

we have given to the sliders at issue each time. Finally we will consider the

graphical output and trying to explain the emergent phenomena, if there are.

We think our experiments turn out to be useful only if they are repro-

ducible, i.e if anyone can try them themselves and get the same result that

we got (moving from the same starting point). We should now open a brief

parenthesis. In particular, we should refer to the process standing behind

the so called �random numbers� NetLogo is able to generate. Using a com-

puter programming name, we can call them �pseudo-random� number: they

appear random, but they are de facto generated by a deterministic process.

"Deterministic" means that you get the same results every time, if you start

with the same random "seed". In particular, in the NetLogo dictionary we

can read the following:

NetLogo's random number generator can be started with a

certain seed value, which must be an integer in the range -2147483648

to 2147483647. Once the generator has been "seeded" with the

random-seed command, it always generates the same sequence of

random numbers from then on.

Referred to this point, we have inserted in the interface a switcher who allows

the user to activate this possibility. Figure2.43 shows it.

Since we want to focus on the networks among all the agents providing

healthcare services, we will consider three di�erent measures of Centrality

provided by NetLogo, explained below. To each of them, we have attached

the de�nition provided by NetLogo.

1) Betweenness-centrality: in NetLogo Network Extension website we

can read the following explanation about such measure.
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Figure 2.43: Seed switcher: when the on-mode is activated the user will get

the same results by moving from the same starting points.

To calculate the betweenness centrality of a turtle (in

our case Hospitals, Specialists, Laboratories), you take ev-

ery other possible pairs of turtles and, for each pair, you

calculate the proportion of shortest paths between members

of the pair that passes through the current turtle. The be-

tweeness centrality of a turtle is the sum of these. As of now,

link weights are not taken into account

2) Eigenvector-centrality: as before, in (https://github.com/NetLogo/NW-

Extension)

The Eigenvector centrality of a node can be thought of

as the amount of in�uence a node has on a network. In

practice, turtles that are connected to a lot of other turtles

that are themselves well-connected (and so on) get a higher

Eigenvector centrality score.

Eigenvector centrality is only de�ned for connected net-

works, and the primitive will report false for disconnected

graphs. (Just like distance-to does when there is no path to

the target turtle.)

In this implementation, the eigenvector centrality is nor-

malized such that the highest eigenvector centrality a node

can have is 1... As of now, link weights are not taken into

account.

3) Closeness-centrality: still in (https://github.com/NetLogo/NW-Extension)
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The closeness centrality of a turtle is de�ned as the inverse

of the average of its distances to all other turtles

2.6.1 Healthcare prevention instruments: the specialis-

tic case

This experiment will examine the e�ects of the so called �Preventive health-

care�. It consists in all those measures taken for disease prevention, as op-

posed to disease treatment. This practice of prevention in the healthcare

domain consists in a set of anticipatory actions which can be undertaken at

di�erent levels: local, regional, or national. So, it clearly consists in a pol-

icy a�air. There exist several illnesses prevention schemes: individual (both

adults and children) should indeed visit their doctor for regular check-ups,

even if they fell healthy, to

i) perform disease screening

ii) keep up to date with immunizations and boosters

iii) be familiar with risk factors for illnesses and with what instead is able

to guarantee an healthy life.

Common examples of disease screenings are those for colon cancers, cer-

vical cancer (the so called �pap test�) and breast cancer (�mammography�).

All prevention strategies can be categorised in primary, secondary, and ter-

tiary prevention levels. The concept of primary prevention has been �rstly

used by Hugh R. Leavell and E. Gurney Clark in the 1940s. Later on they

expanded the levels to include the secondary and tertiary too. They all are

still in use today. We now specify the main features all of them are endowed

with.

1) Primary prevention. Schemes belonging to this category can be di-

vided into two further subcategories.
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i) health promotion: it includes non-clinical life choices, ranging from

maintaining a balanced and complete diet to a an habitual and

constant training. Even if such �activities� do not perform any

cure to speci�c illnesses, they are able to promote a general level

of health.

ii) speci�c protection: they complement the goal of health promo-

tion (a general well-being) by means of speci�c actions.

2) Secondary prevention. It can be further divided into:

i) Early diagnosis and prompt treatment: aimed at containing the

disease and preventing its spread to other individuals.

ii) disability limitation: oriented at preventing potential future com-

plications and disabilities from the disease.

Di�erently said, such prevention type consists in all those methods

which can be used in order to detect a disease prior its symptoms to

appear.

Let us take as an example the case of a syphilis patient: the early

diagnosis and prompt treatment phases would include the usage of

antibiotics to destroy the pathogen and screening and treatment of

any infants born to syphilitic mothers. The disability limitation phase

would instead been constituted of continuous check-ups on the heart,

and central nervous system of patients to limit any damaging e�ects

such as blindness or paralysis.

3) Tertiary prevention. It is aimed at reducing the damage caused by

symptomatic disease by focusing on mental, physical, and social reha-

bilitation. So, di�erently from secondary prevention, which try to avoid

disability to occur, tertiary prevention tries to maximize the remaining

capabilities and functions of an already disabled patient.

The case we are going to analyse now focuses on the consequences of

a policy action (so, for example, a set a measures adopted by the state,
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through the board of health) aimed at reducing the probability for a patient

to contract an illness requiring specialistic services to get cured. The main

assumptions we are undertaking are the following:

i) Policy measures do have �positive e�ects� upon all the age groups we

have divided the patients in.

ii) �Positive e�ects� could be interpreted in terms of lower probabilities of

getting ill (so we will lower all those sliders labelled as �p12, p22, p32,

p42 and p52�), in comparison with the case in which the policy action

does not take place, and so characterized by higher probabilities in all the

�ve age groups.

Given such assumptions, if we compare such situation with one in which

probabilities of contracting an ill requiring specialistic cures are higher, we

expect a lower number of total �specialistics�. In order to count such links

within di�erent simulation, we have inserted a �monitor�, a speci�c element

on the interface able to count the exact number of the agents we are interested

in as the ticks are going by. Figure2.44 and Figure2.45 show such monitors

respectively at the beginning and at the end of a particular simulation.

Figure 2.44: Monitor counting the number of specialistics at the beginning

of a simulation.

In the following subsection we will consider in detail the consequences an

ongoing prevention scheme brings in the healthcare specialistic network.

2.6.2 Prevention-scheme experiment

In this section we will adopt the following logic: we move from a starting

situation, explaining the reasons behind the choice of particular values we
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Figure 2.45: Monitor counting the number of specialistics at the end of a

simulation.

have attributed to the variables, observing the output. We then analyse

the case in which a preventive scheme has been undertaken, focusing on

possible di�erent emerging scenarios within the networks and on the amount

of specialistic cures have taken place. Figure2.46 shows our starting point.

We now just consider the set of variables located on the right-hand of the

simulated world, in particular:

i) We have attached increasing probabilities of getting ill as the age cate-

gories are higher. Respectively: prob1 (0,15), prob2 (0,20), prob3 (0,25),

prob4 (0,30) and prob5 (0,35).

ii) We have attached increasing recipes-length to each age category too,

meaning that patients of each age category can be a�ected by a greater

number of illnesses then those belonging to the previous ones.

iii) Focusing only on the probability that each patient is a�ected by type-

two illnesses (those that need a specialist-based cure), so p12, p22, p32,

p42 and p52, we have assumed they are increasing as the generic patient

enters the following age category (respectively, 27, 40, 45, 47 and 52).

Figure2.47 shows the simulation once all the patients are died and so,

once the simulation is over. If we consider the �count specialistic� monitor

it displays �3304�, which is the number of specialistic visits that have taken

place within the simulation. The logic behind the introduction of preventive

measures by means of the board of health is the following: we have assumed,

reasonably, that such introduction will lower both

i) the probability of contracting a ill of the second type (reduced by 10%)
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Figure 2.46: Prevention-schemes experiment: starting condition.

ii) the maximum number of illnesses that patients belonging to each age

category can be a�ected by (again, around 10%).
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Figure 2.47: Prevention-schemes experiment: starting condition. The set of

links among agents once the simulation is �nished.
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Now we are going to test if a reduction of such probabilities has an e�ect

on the number of emerging �specialistics� (we reasonably expect that such

changes will lower such number). Since the �keepSeed?� button is on, we can

compare the previous simulation with this one. We �rst of all have lowered

i) all the probabilities previously mentioned by approximatively 10%

ii) number of illnesses each patient can be at most a�ected by (more or less

10%).

The results of such simulation are shown in Figure2.48. Contrary to our

prediction, the number of specialistics created is not lower, but even greater

(3305 against 3304).

We now consider the case in which such measures have a greater impact

(suppose a 20%). Results are shown in Figure2.49.

In this case, the reduction taken into consideration has a signi�cant im-

pact on the number of specialistics, which is sensitively decreased from 3305

to 3209, con�rming our initial hypothesis.
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Figure 2.48: Prevention-schemes experiment: output with modi�ed (reduced

by approximatively 10%) probabilities.
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Figure 2.49: Prevention-schemes experiment: output with modi�ed (reduced

by approximatively 20%) probabilities.
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2.6.3 Decision-making process experiment

As we have already said in the previous pages, one of the most attractive fea-

ture of our work consists in the possibility for patients to get cured according

to three di�erent parameters, or personal preferences. Respectively: quality

of the healthcare system providing a cure, the waiting list characterizing it

and the distance from the agent at issue. If the stubborness slider shows a

null value, then the patient will get cured in those healthcare structures that

have been considered as those �tting best with its own preferences. How-

ever, if the stubborness slider shows a positive value equal to one, then such

movement will be completely random. We now describe such situation more

in detail. First of all, in the code section we have modi�ed the proportions

of patients spread around the four districts of our world as follows:

to make-patients

set-default-shape patients "person"

let t1 round (0.05 * agents)

let t2 round (0.75 * agents)

let t3 round (0.1 * agents)

let t4 round (0.1 * agents)

create-patients t1 [ set size 2 set color black move-to one-of

patches with [pcolor = white] ]

create-patients t2 [ set size 2 set color black move-to one-of

patches with [pcolor = green]]

create-patients t3 [ set size 2 set color black move-to one-of

patches with [pcolor = yellow]]

create-patients t4 [ set size 2 set color black move-to one-of

patches with [pcolor = red]]

end

The reason behind such change in the population proportions per area is

the following: we want to show the impact of the �distance� preference on

the agents movements (still focusing on the �specialistic side� of the cures).
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So we expect that, if the majority of patients is located in the more external

belt, then a greater role will be played by those agents providing healthcare

cures set in the more external side of our world.

Figure2.50 shows the movements of 2000 patients within our world, when

their three preferences have more or less the same weights and the stub-

borness slider has a zero value. In order to understand more clearly such

distribution, Figure2.51 shows the same scenario with those links that have

more than seven visits (we have applied the prune button after having set a

seven visits threshold). As it clearly emerges, there is a strong concentration

around those healthcare structures located in the two inner districts.

We now want to test if, considering the distance criterion as the only

one guiding the patients movements, a di�erent scenario will emerge, given

the fact that the majority of the patients is now located in the last belt,

and so far from the healthcare institutions located in the inner districts.

To test it, we will change the �preferences slider� as follows: quality (0),

distance (1), waitlist (0) and stubborness (0). Figure2.52 shows the related

graphical result. It is immediate to notice the greater role now played by

those healthcare services providers located far from the inner areas, and so

close to the majority of patients. To get a clearer picture of such situation,

again we apply the prune button to consider only the links endowed with

more than seven visits. Figure2.53 depicts it so explicitly. Other alleged

experiments can be applied to test those situation in which patients attribute

a greater value to the quality or the waiting lists characterizing healthcare

structures.
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Figure 2.50: Decision-making schemes experiment: same weights attributed

to patients preferences.
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Figure 2.51: Decision-making schemes experiment: same weights attributed

to patients preferences. Application of the prune button.
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Figure 2.52: Decision-making schemes experiment: only distance counts as

a patient preference.
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Figure 2.53: Decision-making schemes experiment: only distance counts as

a patient preference. Application of the prune button.
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2.6.4 Emergency Room experiment

In this subsection we are going to analyse another feature of our model: the

emergency room management. In particular, we have allowed the model for

the possibility of choosing the probability of hospitals providing er services.

Such feature is run by the slider called �erProb�. Its value ranges between

0 and 1, with the former representing the limit case in which no hospitals

provide er services and the ladder case in which all of them o�er such services.

We are going to test the e�ect of such changes. We are going to compare the

case with the highest probability of hospitals providing er services with the

one in which at most the thirty percent of the hospitals do that. We expect a

lower number of hospitals �hit� by green links. Figure2.54 represents the �rst

case. As we can see, there are several healthcare institutions providing such

cures. As a consequence, the distance between patients and the place where

they get cured (which can be considered as the length of the green links) is

quite short, in particular in those areas where there are several hospitals. To

get this clear results we have graphically eliminated all the other typologies

of links.

Figure 2.55 instead represents the same case but with a maximum thirty

percent of institutions providing such service. The result is dramatic. Just

one hospital provides such service. As a consequence the links are now very

long, since the o�er is really poor all arounf the district. It turns out to

be really interesting to apply those thoughts to the real world, taking into

account all the consequences that such last scenario would have on the quality

of the service (and, of course, on the number of the dead).
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Figure 2.54: Er best scenario. The highest probability of hospitals providing

er services.
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Figure 2.55: Er worst scenario. Really low probability of hospitals providing

er services.



Conclusions

This thesis lays its foundation in giving an insight to the healthcare domain.

In particular, it has been recently registered an increasing appealing towards

this domain as a consequence of the need for restructuring those segments

that are grasping too many resources within a national economy. Given

this situation, our goal has become the creation of a computer programme

allowing any user to get a better understanding within this domain. Once

we had clear in mind what we were aimed at, we have identi�ed in NetLogo

the optimal software to create our framework. Indeed, it has allowed us to

reproduce in a controlled environment what can most likely happen in the

real world. It is so turned out to be an essential tool in reaching our goal.

During our work, we have adopted a rigidly precise structure in order to

create the best �ow of concepts to get any potential reader in the position of

a good understanding of the topic. For this reason, we have developed our

work as follows:

Literature Review: this part has been devoted to cover the theoretical

aspects of our work. We have reported and analysed the ideas and,

sometimes, the empirical �ndings of the most in�uential researchers in

each topic we have developed. In particular, we have coped with a

series of topics we have considered essential to create the appropriate

mindset to deal with the programme developed. Such topics are linked

each others and all together represents what we have considered the

best way to follow to enter the topic of simulating an healthcare envi-

ronment. In detail: we started by de�ning the general purpose of the

153
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simulation, highlighting its points of strength and at the same time the

limits it encounters while trying to be applied in real works. We then

analysed the methods for validation of population-based disease simu-

lation models, considering subsequently the particular case of �Agent

based Social Simulation�, which is the one we have applied in our work.

We then concluded this part analysing both the topic of Complexity

and its implications in several aspects of our everyday life, together

with the concept of Network, with particular emphasis for the social

networks and their main features.

The Model: this part represents the operative section of our work. Indeed,

by means of the simulation software NetLogo, we have developed our

own programme. It has been constructed in order to allow �rst of all

us and, ultimately, any user to carry on a set of experiments in a con-

trolled environment representing the real world. We have represented

a complete set of health-care Agents, such as patients, hospitals and

doctors. We have allowed patients to get cured in di�erent institutions

providing treatment both according to their will or to the family doctor

decision. We have then reproduced a likely real situation that can be

then analysed from di�erent points of view according to the user aim.

Those two main points stand for the thesis structure. A detailed anal-

ysis of the literature concerning the �eld we wanted to developed and then

the model creation followed by a set of experiments aimed at testing the

consistency of this model.

Even if we are strongly convinced of the structure we have applied to the

work and of the results we have achieved, we are at the same time aware

that other ways could be explored to get better insights. This is mainly due

to the type of data we have been working with. Only a part of them can

be categorized as �real�, while the other part has been developed as rational

hypothesis but, still, they are hypothesis. This is why we consider our work

a starting point that can be improved in future works relying upon a greater

amount of real data.
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